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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI
EASTERN DIVISION

NESTLÉ PURINA PETCARE COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. 4:14-cv-00859-RWS

BLUE BUFFALO COMPANY LTD.,
Defendant.

BLUE BUFFALO COMPANY LTD.,
Counterclaim Plaintiff,
v.
NESTLÉ PURINA PETCARE COMPANY, BLUE
STATE DIGITAL INC., PRCG/HAGGERTY LLC,

ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT, THIRD AMENDED
COUNTERCLAIM, AND THIRDPARTY COMPLAINT
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Counterclaim Defendants.

BLUE BUFFALO COMPANY LTD.,
Third-Party Plaintiff,
v.
WILBUR-ELLIS COMPANY and DIVERSIFIED
INGREDIENTS, INC.,
Third-Party Defendants.

Defendant/Counterclaim Plaintiff Blue Buffalo Company Ltd. (“Blue Buffalo”), for its
Answer to the Second Amended Complaint of Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Nestlé Purina
Petcare Company (“Nestlé Purina”), respectfully states as follows:
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1.

Blue Buffalo admits that Nestlé Purina’s Second Amended Complaint purports to

assert claims for false advertising, commercial disparagement and unjust enrichment and seeks a
declaratory judgment.
2.

Blue Buffalo admits that it spends tens of millions of dollars on advertising to

promote the benefits of its products, employs marketing staff, and has built a brand targeted at
ingredient-conscious pet owners. Blue Buffalo denies that the tests conducted by Nestlé Purina
provided a basis to draw conclusions about the ingredients in Blue Buffalo’s products. Indeed,
Blue Buffalo has now unmasked the identity of the “highly sophisticated, independent
laboratory” that Nestlé Purina secretly commissioned to conduct its tests. As it turns out, the
“laboratory” is an individual working out of his basement who faked his credentials, and whose
methodology—which consisted of looking at Blue Buffalo’s pet foods under a low-powered
microscope—is utterly unreliable and contrary to industry standards. (See Exhibit A hereto).
One of America’s leading microscopy experts has executed a declaration detailing the numerous
flaws in Nestlé Purina’s tests. (See Exhibit B hereto). Blue Buffalo specifically denies that its
product formulas contain chicken or poultry by-product meals, corn, or artificial preservatives, or
that its grain-free product formulas contain grains. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations
of paragraph 2.
3.

Blue Buffalo admits that it emphasizes its ingredients and nutritional claims

throughout its website, product packaging, advertisements, and other promotional materials and
that it spends substantial sums on advertising. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of
paragraph 3.
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4.

Blue Buffalo denies that the tests conducted by Nestlé Purina provided a basis to

draw conclusions about the ingredients in Blue Buffalo’s products. Blue Buffalo denies the
remaining allegations of paragraph 4.
5.

Blue Buffalo admits that it advertises and promotes its products as made with

“only the finest natural ingredients” and that it does not use chicken or poultry by-product meal,
corn or artificial preservatives. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 5.
6.

Blue Buffalo denies that it has launched “a vicious and false attack” on “big

name pet foods.” Blue Buffalo admits that it spends millions of dollars per year on product
advertising. Blue Buffalo denies that its television commercials are false and unsubstantiated.
Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 6.
7.

Blue Buffalo admits the National Advertising Division of the Council of Better

Business Bureaus (“NAD”) issued a decision in a matter involving Blue Buffalo on March 11,
2014, and states that the decision speaks for itself. To the extent that paragraph 7 pleads legal
conclusions, no answer is required. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 7
and specifically denies Nestlé Purina’s characterization of the findings of the NAD. Blue
Buffalo further denies the relevance and admissibility of the NAD decision in these proceedings.
8.

Denied.

9.

Blue Buffalo admits that the NAD issued a decision in a matter involving Blue

Buffalo on March 11, 2014, and states that the decision speaks for itself. To the extent that
paragraph 9 pleads legal conclusions, no answer is required. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining
allegations of paragraph 9 and specifically denies Nestlé Purina’s characterization of the findings
of the NAD. Blue Buffalo further denies the relevance and admissibility of the NAD decision in
these proceedings.
-3-
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10.

Blue Buffalo admits that the National Advertising Review Board (“NARB”)

issued a decision in a matter involving Blue Buffalo on July 9, 2014, and states that the decision
speaks for itself. To the extent that paragraph 10 pleads legal conclusions, no answer is required.
Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 10 and specifically denies Nestlé
Purina’s characterization of the findings of NARB. Blue Buffalo further denies the relevance
and admissibility of the NARB decision in these proceedings.
11.

Denied.

12.

Blue Buffalo admits that Nestlé Purina is a Missouri corporation with

headquarters at 901 Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63102 that makes and sells pet food,
treats, and related products in the United States and worldwide in grocery stores, mass
merchandisers, pet stores, and online. Blue Buffalo is without sufficient knowledge or
information to answer the remaining allegations of paragraph 12, and therefore denies the same.
13.

Blue Buffalo admits that it is a Delaware corporation with headquarters in Wilton,

Connecticut and is in the business of marketing and selling pet food, pet treats and related
products. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 13.
14.

Blue Buffalo admits that the Second Amended Complaint purports to plead

claims under the Lanham Act and the common law of the State of Missouri. To the extent
Paragraph 14 pleads legal conclusions, no answer is required. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining
allegations of paragraph 14.
15.

Paragraph 15 pleads legal conclusions, to which no answer is required.

16.

Blue Buffalo admits that it advertises and sells its products to retailers and

consumers in Missouri, including through television commercials, in-person promotions, print
advertisement and Internet advertisements accessible from Missouri. Blue Buffalo further
-4-
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admits that it employs “pet detectives” in Missouri to promote sales of Blue Buffalo products to
consumers in various retail outlets in Missouri. And Blue Buffalo admits that it has a factory in
Joplin, Missouri, is recruiting employees to work in that factory, and maintains a registered agent
for service of process in Missouri. To the extent Paragraph 16 pleads legal conclusions, no
answer is required.
17.

Paragraph 17 pleads legal conclusions, to which no answer is required.

18.

Blue Buffalo admits that it provides nutritional and ingredient information on its

website, in its product packaging, in print ads, television ads, and in other advertising materials.
Blue Buffalo further admits that its products are sold at a price higher than certain competing
brands. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 18.
19.

Blue Buffalo admits that it spent more than $50 million on product advertising in

2013. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 19.
20.

Blue Buffalo admits that it advertises a “TRUE BLUE PROMISE” stating that its

products contain “NO chicken/poultry by-product meals” on its website, labels, and to
consumers. Blue Buffalo further admits that paragraph 20 contains a graphic depicting a version
of the TRUE BLUE PROMISE that has appeared on Blue Buffalos’ website. Blue Buffalo
denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 20.
21.

Blue Buffalo admits that paragraph 21 contains a graphic that has appeared on its

website. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 21.
22.

Blue Buffalo admits that its products are different from many leading pet food

brands in that Blue Buffalo products do not contain ingredients considered less desirable by pet
parents. Blue Buffalo further admits that, as set forth more fully below, for a period of time
ending May 2014, in violation of Blue Buffalo’s procurement contracts and ingredient
-5-
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specifications, a major supplier of ingredients to Blue Buffalo and many other pet food
companies sent mislabeled ingredients to manufacturing facilities that produce Blue Buffalo dry
pet foods. As a result of this misconduct, which came to light only through discovery in this
action and was not previously known to or detected by Blue Buffalo or any other customer of
this supplier, some Blue Buffalo dry pet food products manufactured using the mislabeled
ingredients contained poultry by-product meal. Blue Buffalo has since stopped doing business
with this supplier, and is confident that none of its pet foods currently contain poultry by-product
meals. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 22.
23.

Blue Buffalo denies that its product formulas contain chicken by-product meal or

poultry by-product meals or that it ever deliberately included those ingredients in its products.
Blue Buffalo further denies that the testing conducted by Nestlé Purina provided a basis to draw
conclusions about the ingredients in Blue Buffalo’s products. Rather, Blue Buffalo has now
exposed Nestlé Purina’s tests as utterly unreliable junk science.
24.

Blue Buffalo admits that it makes statements that consumers should “Choose

BLUE” and that it advertises that its products contain “the finest natural ingredients for superior
nutrition.” Blue Buffalo further admits that paragraph 24 includes graphics that have appeared
on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 24.
25.

Blue Buffalo admits the NAD issued a decision in a matter involving Blue

Buffalo on March 11, 2014 and states that the decision speaks for itself. To the extent that
paragraph 25 pleads legal conclusions, no answer is required. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining
allegations of paragraph 25 and specifically denies Nestlé Purina’s characterization of the
findings of the NAD. Blue Buffalo further denies the relevance and admissibility of the NAD
decision in these proceedings.
-6-
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26.

Denied.

27.

Blue Buffalo admits that its advertising features comparisons between Blue

Buffalo products and those of its competitors and that Blue Buffalo encourages consumers to
study product ingredient labels. Blue Buffalo further admits that paragraph 27 includes graphics
that have appeared on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of
paragraph 27.
28.

Blue Buffalo admits that paragraph 28 sets forth one of its former television

commercials. Blue Buffalo denies that the television commercial described in paragraph 28 is
currently being aired and denies the characterization of this commercial as an “attack ad.”
29.

Denied.

30.

Blue Buffalo admits that its website has offered a “True Blue Test,” which

allowed consumers to compare the ingredient contents of Blue Buffalo’s products with some
products of other leading brands, including some products of Nestlé Purina. Blue Buffalo further
admits that paragraph 30 includes graphics that have appeared on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue
Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 30.
31.

Blue Buffalo admits that certain consumers of pet food are becoming increasingly

ingredient conscious and rely upon ingredient content information. Blue Buffalo denies the
remaining allegations of Paragraph 31.
32.

Blue Buffalo admits that Blue Buffalo products include “LifeSource Bits” that

include “vitamins, minerals and antioxidants” and are “cold-formed.” Blue Buffalo further
admits that LifeSource Bits are a darker color than the kibble that constitutes the majority of the
Blue Buffalo dry pet food products. Blue Buffalo admits that it advertises that its “LifeSource
Bits” contain “a precise blend of vitamins, minerals and antioxidants.” Blue Buffalo further
-7-
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admits that paragraph 32 includes graphics that have appeared on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue
Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of Paragraph 32.
33.

Blue Buffalo admits that it has included LifeSource Bits on the results page of its

“True Blue Test.” Blue Buffalo further admits that paragraph 33 includes graphics that appeared
on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 33.
34.

Denied.

35.

Blue Buffalo admits that it advertises that LifeSource Bits contain taurine “for

health eyes and heart.” Blue Buffalo admits that taurine is an essential amino acid for cats. Blue
Buffalo admits that the kibble in its dry food products contain taurine. Blue Buffalo lacks
knowledge or information concerning the testing alleged in paragraph 35 and on that basis denies
the allegations concerning that testing. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of
paragraph 35.
36.

Blue Buffalo admits that it advertises that LifeSource Bits contain lysine for

“growth and development.” Blue Buffalo admits that lysine is an important amino acid. Blue
Buffalo admits that its kibble includes lysine. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of
paragraph 36.
37.

Blue Buffalo admits that LifeSource Bits and other kibble contain omega 3 and

omega 6 fatty acids. Blue Buffalo lacks knowledge or information concerning the testing alleged
in paragraph 37 and on that basis denies the allegations concerning that testing. Blue Buffalo
denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 37.
38.

Blue Buffalo admits that LifeSource Bits and other kibble contain Vitamin B12.

Blue Buffalo lacks knowledge or information concerning the testing that forms the basis for the
allegation that “LifeSource Bits contain 2-3 times less Vitamin B12 than the regular kibble” and
-8-
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on that basis denies those allegations. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of
paragraph 38.
39.

Denied.

40.

Blue Buffalo admits that it makes statements that “other manufacturers process

their foods with heat as high as 350º … [which] can destroy the potency of many vitamins,
minerals, antioxidants and important enzymes.” Blue Buffalo further admits that paragraph 40
includes graphics that appeared on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining
allegations of paragraph 40.
41.

Blue Buffalo admits that it has advertised that “Jolly Joints” pet treat contain

ingredients that “Help[] Promote Health Joints and Hips.” Blue Buffalo further admits that
paragraph 41 includes graphics that have appeared on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue Buffalo
denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 41.
42.

Blue Buffalo admits that Jolly Joints pet treats contain 300mg/kg of glucosamine.

Blue Buffalo admits that a bag of Jolly Joints contains 92 grams of pet treats. Blue Buffalo
admits that a bag of Jolly Joints contains 27.6 mg of glucosamine. Blue Buffalo denies the
remaining allegations of paragraph 42.
43.

Admitted.

44.

Blue Buffalo admits that its advertising and employees have stated that Blue

Buffalo’s products contain “Only the Finest Natural Ingredients” and that they have “No
Artificial Preservatives.” Blue Buffalo admits that it employs salespeople to inform consumers
about the quality of Blue Buffalo’s products as compared to competitive products, that its
products do not contain any chicken or poultry by-product meals and that Blue Buffalo honors
the “True Blue Promise.” Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 44.
-9-
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45.

Denied.

46.

Admitted

47.

Blue Buffalo admits that certain consumers favor grain-free products for a variety

of reasons. Blue Buffalo further admits that its grain-free products are beneficial to pets with
grain allergies and that paragraph 47 includes graphics that have appeared on Blue Buffalo’s
website. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 47.
48.

Denied. Blue Buffalo specifically denies that its products contain ground corn,

that rice hulls are a grain, and that its grain free product formulas contain ground corn, rice grain,
or any other grain.
49.

Denied.

50.

Blue Buffalo admits that it has used the slogan “Love them like family. Feed

them like family.” Blue Buffalo further admits that paragraph 50 includes graphics that have
appeared on Blue Buffalo’s website. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph
50.
51.

Denied.

52.

Blue Buffalo admits that certain Blue Buffalo advertising was challenged by a

competitor before NAD in 2008, and that NAD issued a decision on July 31, 2008. The decision
speaks for itself. To the extent paragraph 52 pleads legal conclusions, no answer is required.
Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 52 and specifically denies Nestlé
Purina’s characterization of the findings of the NAD. Blue Buffalo further denies the relevance
and admissibility of the NAD decision in these proceedings.
53.

Blue Buffalo admits that certain Blue Buffalo advertising was challenged by a

competitor before NAD in 2008, and that NAD issued a decision on July 31, 2008. The decision
- 10 -
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speaks for itself. To the extent paragraph 53 pleads legal conclusions, no answer is required.
Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 53 and specifically denies Nestlé
Purina’s characterization of the findings of the NAD. Blue Buffalo further denies the relevance
and admissibility of the NAD decision in these proceedings.
54.

Denied.

55.

Blue Buffalo admits that Nestlé Purina filed its original complaint on May 6, 2014

in conjunction with an advertising campaign that included press releases, a website and
additional related media statements. Blue Buffalo denies the remaining allegations in paragraph
55.
56.

Admitted.

57.

Admitted.

58.

Paragraph 58 pleads a legal conclusion to which no answer is required.

COUNT I
(Alleged False Advertising Under The Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(A))
59.

Blue Buffalo restates and incorporates by reference its responses to the allegations

of Paragraphs 1-58, as if fully set forth here.
60.

Denied.

61.

Denied.

62.

Denied.

63.

Denied.

64.

Denied.

65.

Denied.

66.

Denied.
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COUNT II
(Alleged Commercial Disparagement Under The Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(A))
67.

Blue Buffalo restates and incorporates by reference its responses to the allegations

of Paragraphs 1-66, as if fully set forth here.
68.

Denied.

69.

Denied.

70.

Denied.

71.

Denied.

72.

Denied.

73.

Denied.

74.

Denied.
COUNT III
(Alleged Common Law Unfair Competition)

75.

Blue Buffalo restates and incorporates by reference its responses to the allegations

of Paragraphs 1-74, as if fully set forth here.
76.

Denied.

77.

Denied.

78.

Denied.
COUNT IV
(Alleged Common Law Unjust Enrichment)

79.

Blue Buffalo restates and incorporates by reference its responses to the allegations

of Paragraphs 1-78, as if fully set forth here.
80.

Denied.

81.

Denied.

82.

Denied.
- 12 -
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83.

Denied.
COUNT V
(Declaratory Judgment)

84.

Blue Buffalo restates and incorporates by reference its responses to the allegations

of Paragraphs 1-83, as if fully set forth here.
85.

Paragraph 85 pleads a legal conclusion to which no answer is required.

86.

Blue Buffalo admits that Nestlé Purina seeks a declaration by this Court as

detailed in Paragraph 86. Blue Buffalo denies that Purina is entitled to any such declaration.
87.

Denied.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Nestlé Purina’s complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Nestlé Purina’s complaint is barred by the doctrine of unclean hands.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Nestlé Purina’s complaint is barred because Blue Buffalo has complied with all
applicable regulations of the federal and state governments.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Nestlé Purina’s complaint is preempted or precluded in whole or in part by federal law.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Nestlé Purina’s complaint is barred by the doctrine of laches.

WHEREFORE, Blue Buffalo respectfully prays that the Second Amended Complaint be
dismissed in its entirety, that Blue Buffalo be awarded its costs and attorney’s fees, and that the
Court order such other and further relief as it deems just and proper.
- 13 -
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THIRD AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM AGAINST NESTLÉ PURINA,
BLUE STATE, AND PRCG/HAGGERTY
Blue Buffalo, for its counterclaim against Counterclaim Defendants Nestlé Purina, Blue
State Digital Inc. (“Blue State”), PRCG/Haggerty LLC (“PRCG/Haggerty”), and John Does 1-8
(collectively with Nestlé Purina, “Counterclaim Defendants”), respectfully alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.

Blue Buffalo brings this counterclaim to redress a sophisticated and carefully

orchestrated advertising campaign by Nestlé Purina—along with Nestlé Purina’s marketing and
public relations agencies PRCG/Haggerty LLC and Blue State Digital—that falsely attacks Blue
Buffalo’s honesty and the quality of its products. Since May 2014, Nestlé Purina has blanketed
the media with ads that claim that Blue Buffalo knowingly includes in its pet foods certain lowcost and unappealing ingredients—the same ingredients that Nestlé Purina admits are mainstays
in many of its own products—and that Blue Buffalo is purposefully deceiving consumers when it
states that it does not use those ingredients. In fact, it is Nestlé Purina’s fabricated claims about
Blue Buffalo’s product formulas, and malicious attacks on Blue Buffalo’s integrity, that are
blatantly false.
2.

Nestlé Purina is a subsidiary of Nestlé S.A., which is the world’s largest food

company with more than $100 billion in annual sales and $220 billion in market capitalization.
Nestlé Purina is itself a corporate behemoth. It is the largest pet food company in the United
States with a 33% market share, which is more than twice that of its next competitor. A primary
ingredient in many of Nestlé Purina’s pet-food products is poultry by-product meal, which is
defined by industry standards as “the ground, rendered, clean parts of the carcass of slaughtered
poultry, such as necks, feet, undeveloped eggs, and intestines, exclusive of feathers, except in
- 14 -
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such amounts as might occur unavoidably in good processing practices.” Nestlé Purina’s
ingredients also include significant amounts of corn and corn derivatives, numerous artificial
color additives, and artificial preservatives.
3.

Blue Buffalo was founded just over a decade ago as a family company, with a

mission to provide consumers with a different choice. Blue Buffalo understands that pet
owners—or “pet parents,” as Blue Buffalo refers to them—do not want to feed their dogs and
cats ground and rendered poultry necks, feet, undeveloped eggs and intestines. Nor do they want
to feed them foods composed primarily of corn, artificial colors or artificial preservatives.
Instead of these undesirable constituents, Blue Buffalo pet foods contain high-quality natural
ingredients, including deboned chicken, lamb or fish as the first ingredient, wholesome whole
grains, garden vegetables, and antioxidant-rich fruits. Blue Buffalo pet foods also include a
proprietary blend of vitamins, minerals and antioxidants. Blue Buffalo pet food formulas contain
no chicken or poultry by-product meals; no artificial flavors, colors, or preservatives; and no
corn, wheat or soy.
4.

Blue Buffalo is now the fastest-growing major pet food company in the United

States, and has carved a leading position in the burgeoning wholesome natural-foods segment of
the market. The company’s brand is built on a commitment to using natural, high-quality
ingredients and on its transparency with consumers. This relationship-building approach has
proven successful with pet owners. In recent years, consumers have flocked to Blue Buffalo’s
products and away from the engineered, low-cost products manufactured by Nestlé Purina and
other major companies.
5.

Unable to compete on the merits of its ingredients or products, or for the hearts

and minds of today’s pet food consumers, Nestlé Purina has decided to wage a nationwide smear
- 15 -
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campaign against Blue Buffalo and its products. Leveraging its massive advertising and publicrelations apparatus, and accusing Blue Buffalo of a deliberate fraud on the consuming public,
Nestlé Purina has set out to destroy Blue Buffalo’s brand and the core of the strength of that
brand: consumers’ faith in the integrity of Blue Buffalo as a company. Among other things,
Nestlé Purina has set up a website at www.petfoodhonesty.com that accuses Blue Buffalo of “not
being honest about the ingredients in their pet food.” Nestlé Purina has promoted that site and
repeated its attacks on Blue Buffalo’s honesty in press releases, on social media platforms, on its
brand-specific websites, in search-engine ads, and through direct emails to consumers and
retailers. Nestlé Purina’s campaign seeks to convince the public that Blue Buffalo’s dry pet-food
products contain poultry by-product meal and corn—the same ingredients that are the hallmark
of Nestlé Purina’s own brands—and that Blue Buffalo deliberately makes false representations to
the contrary in order to cultivate the false belief that these ingredients are absent from Blue
Buffalo’s products. Nestlé Purina also claims that products that Blue Buffalo advertises as
“grain-free” in fact contain grains.
6.

Nestlé Purina’s claims are false. Blue Buffalo never uses poultry by-product meal

or corn in any of its formulas. Blue Buffalo has never sourced or ordered these ingredients and
its manufacturing facilities are not permitted to use them. And there are no rice grains—or
grains of any kind—in any of Blue Buffalo’s “grain free” products.
7.

Apparently conscious of the legal risks inherent in its smear campaign, Nestlé

Purina has filed in this Court a tactical lawsuit in which it makes many of the same false
accusations. Nestlé Purina apparently hopes that its lawsuit will protect it from legal action by
Blue Buffalo, since statements in court papers themselves typically enjoy a “litigation privilege.”
But Nestlé Purina’s statements go well beyond its court filings. Nestlé Purina has employed a
- 16 -
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systematic advertising and public relations campaign to widely disseminate its false claims in
press statements, emails and social media and on internet websites to consumers in Missouri and
throughout the United States. Nestlé Purina cannot shield itself from accountability for its
actions. Nestlé Purina implores consumers to “Get the facts,” and claims as a scientific fact that
Blue Buffalo is being dishonest because its “pet food products actually contain substantial
amounts of poultry by-product meal.” That is advertising. That is false. And that is a violation
of the law. Bringing a baseless lawsuit that repeats the same false advertising claims is no
defense.
8.

Nestlé Purina’s position is not helped by its vague assertion that “independent

testing” “detected” variable amounts of poultry by-product meal or corn on an inconsistent basis
in several Blue Buffalo product samples, or by its misguided claims regarding grain in “grainfree” products. Prior to filing this lawsuit, Blue Buffalo asked Nestlé Purina to disclose the
laboratory testing it relies upon, but Nestlé Purina flatly refused to do so. Nestlé Purina
concealed its testing until forced to reveal it publicly. The reasons for Nestlé Purina’s secrecy
are now apparent: its tests were conducted by a single individual working out of his basement
who faked his credentials, and whose methods and conclusions are utterly unreliable.
9.

Unless curtailed, Nestlé Purina’s smear campaign will cause irreparable injury to

the value of Blue Buffalo’s brand. Blue Buffalo seeks injunctive relief, corrective advertising,
and damages occasioned by Counterclaim Defendants’ false and deceptive advertising campaign.
PARTIES
10.

Counterclaim Plaintiff Blue Buffalo is a Delaware corporation with headquarters

at 11 River Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897. Blue Buffalo is in the business of developing,
marketing and selling pet food, pet treats, and related products in the United States and Canada.
- 17 -
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11.

Counterclaim Defendant Nestlé Purina is a Missouri corporation with

headquarters at 901 Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63102. Nestlé Purina makes and sells
pet food, treats, and related products in the United States and worldwide.
12.

Counterclaim Defendant PRCG/Haggerty is a New York limited liability

company with headquarters at 45 Broadway, Suite 3140 New York, New York 10006. PRCG/
Haggerty is a public relations and communications firm that designed and built the advertising
campaign challenged herein. On information and belief, that campaign was designed with Nestlé
Purina in Missouri and was intended to reach consumers throughout the United States.
13.

Counterclaim Defendant Blue State is a Delaware corporation with headquarters

at 101 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10013. Blue State is a digital marketing
agency and a subsidiary of WPP Plc, which upon information and belief is the world’s largest
advertising agency. Blue State developed the content of advertisements challenged herein and
arranged for them to be disseminated to consumers throughout the United States. On
information and belief, these advertisements were developed with Nestlé Purina in Missouri.
14.

Upon information and belief, Counterclaim Defendants John Doe 1 through John

Doe 8 are external advertising, marketing, and/or public relations firms, companies or
individuals that orchestrated, designed, assisted, contributed, advised, and/or participated in the
Nestlé Purina advertising campaign that is the subject of this counterclaim.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
15.

This action for false advertising arises under the Lanham Trademark Act of 1946,

15 U.S.C. § 1051, et seq. (the “Lanham Act”), the common law of the states of Missouri and
Connecticut, and the unfair competition or deceptive trade practices statutes of various states as
detailed herein.
- 18 -
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16.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 15 U.S.C. §

1121 and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the related
state and common law claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1338(b) and 1367(a).
17.

Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) because a

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to this action have occurred and/or will
occur within this District.
BACKGROUND FACTS
18.

Blue Buffalo was founded in 2002 by Bill Bishop and his two sons. When their

family dog was diagnosed with cancer, the Bishops began researching pet food ingredients and
were disturbed to learn that many well-known brands contained things like chicken by-product
meal and corn gluten meal (the dried residue from corn after the removal of the larger part of the
starch and germ, and the separation of the bran), as well as artificial flavors and colors. Having
discovered what they believed was a major disconnect between what pet owners wanted to feed
their cats and dogs and what they were actually feeding them, the Bishops founded Blue Buffalo
with the mission to bring transparency to the pet food category by educating consumers about the
ingredients in pet foods and offering them a better choice. Blue Buffalo developed and brought
to market foods made with the high-quality wholesome ingredients that many owners desired for
their pets but could not find in the cost-engineered mass-produced products made by major
companies.
19.

Blue Buffalo, like many of its competitors, makes both (1) “dry” pet food such as

that typically sold in bags, which is known as kibble; and (2) “wet” pet food such as that
typically sold in cans. The Nestlé Purina false advertising at issue in this lawsuit addresses only
the ingredients in Blue Buffalo’s dry pet food.
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20.

Blue Buffalo products are designed to provide wholesome nutrition through high-

quality natural ingredients, vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants. Blue Buffalo’s dry food
formulas have four key characteristics. First, all Blue Buffalo products feature deboned chicken,
lamb, fish or other high quality real meats such as bison or venison as the first ingredient, which
means that there is more of that ingredient than any other in each recipe. Second, Blue Buffalo
uses only whole grains, rather than the less expensive “fractionated” grains used in many pet
foods. Third, each recipe contains garden vegetables and antioxidant-rich fruit. Fourth, all Blue
Buffalo dog and cat dry foods contain LifeSource® Bits, which are a precise blend of vitamins,
minerals and antioxidants.
21.

Blue Buffalo foods are also distinguished by what they do not contain. Unlike

many leading brands, Blue Buffalo product formulas contain no chicken or poultry by-product
meals; no corn, wheat, or soy proteins (less expensive grains that are widely used in cheaper pet
foods—often as a substitute for meat proteins—and that have been associated with allergies in
some pets); and no artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives.
22.

Blue Buffalo has built its strong brand identity by establishing relationships of

trust and transparency with pet owners. Blue Buffalo engages consumers by educating them on
pet nutrition and ingredients, inviting factual comparisons between Blue Buffalo’s products and
competing products based on ingredient labels, and allowing consumers to make their own
informed decisions about the composition of foods they want to feed their pets. The company
employs this strategy of transparency and education across all of its points of contact with pet
owners, from its website to its advertising to the one-on-one conversations that Blue Buffalo’s
representatives have each week with consumers at pet specialty stores across the United States
and Canada.
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23.

Nestlé Purina takes a very different approach to making and selling its pet foods.

Its products typically use lower-cost ingredients, including chicken and poultry by-product meals
and corn as the primary ingredients; wheat and soy proteins; and artificial colors, flavors, and
preservatives. Most of Nestlé Purina’s products do not have real meat as a primary ingredient,
and many do not contain any vegetables or fruit.
24.

For example, Nestlé Purina’s flagship brand, Purina Dog Chow, lists corn as its

first ingredient, along with corn gluten meal, soybean meal, poultry by-product meal, and
numerous artificial color additives and preservatives. (See Exhibit C.)

25.

The first three ingredients in Purina Puppy Chow—intended, according to its

label, for “Growing Puppies”—are whole grain corn, corn gluten meal, and chicken by-product
meal. (See Exhibit D.)
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26.

Notwithstanding the net impression from its packaging to the contrary, the first

four ingredients in Purina’s popular Beneful Original dog food are ground yellow corn, chicken
by-product meal, corn gluten meal, and wheat flour; the product also contains propylene glycol
(a preservative that is also a key component in certain types of automotive antifreeze) and
numerous artificial colors. (See Exhibit E.)
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27.

Nestlé Purina uses the same type of ingredients in its cat foods as well. The first

three ingredients in Purina Friskies Indoor Delights cat food are corn, corn gluten meal, and
chicken by-product meal. (See Exhibit F.)

28.

Similarly, the first three ingredients in Purina Cat Chow Complete are poultry by-

product meal, corn meal, and corn gluten meal. (See Exhibit G.)
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29.

The first three ingredients in Purina’s “gourmet” Fancy Feast Filet Mignon Flavor

With Real Seafood & Shrimp cat food are brewers rice, poultry by-product meal, and corn gluten
meal. The product also contains ground corn, soybean meal, and artificial flavors and colors.
(See Exhibit H.)

30.

Given a choice between pet foods made with natural, high-quality ingredients and

those like Nestlé Purina’s products that are engineered using lower-cost ingredients, consumers
have flocked to Blue Buffalo’s products in increasing numbers. In the 12 years since its
founding, Blue Buffalo has risen to become the number one natural pet food brand in the United
States and the number one brand in pet specialty stores across the United States. During this
time, the company has gone from having 0% of the overall pet food market to a 5% share of the
U.S. market. Blue Buffalo is now the fastest growing major pet food company in the United
States.
31.

Blue Buffalo’s market gains have come at the expense of other established

brands, including Nestlé Purina’s. Blue Buffalo’s average weekly retail sales now surpass Nestlé
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Purina brands such as Purina Beneful, Purina Fancy Feast, and Purina ONE. Meanwhile, Nestlé
Purina’s own attempts to enter the natural pet foods market have largely failed, as sales of its
Purina ONE beyOnd and Purina Cat Chow “Naturals” product lines have been modest and
essentially flat for the past three years. Additionally, Nestlé Purina previously launched and
subsequently discontinued other entries including Purine ONE Natural Blends, Pro Plan Selects,
and Pet Promise. Pet Promise was an especially noteworthy attempt to compete with natural pet
foods, as Nestlé Purina concealed its ownership of the brand while providing it with an
aggressive marketing platform with the tagline of “let byproducts be bygones”—while at the
same time remaining one of the largest purveyors of pet foods filled with ingredients it was
encouraging pet owners to stop buying. (See Exhibit I.)

NESTLÉ PURINA’S FALSE AND MISLEADING ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
32.

Having failed to keep pace with Blue Buffalo in the marketplace, Nestlé Purina

has now launched an extensive false and disparaging advertising campaign designed to discredit
the claims that stand at the core of the Blue Buffalo brand and its relationship of trust with
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consumers. Along with the other Counterclaim Defendants, Nestlé Purina is carrying out a
sophisticated, extensive and multi-platform campaign that includes a purpose-built website, press
releases, an aggressive social media presence, unattributed search-engine ads, and emails that,
upon information and belief, have been sent to pet owners and pet food retailers across the
country.
33.

The centerpiece of Nestlé Purina’s campaign is a website (the “Honesty

Website”), designed and built by PRCG/Haggerty, that was launched on or about May 6, 2014.
Titled “Purina: Where Honesty Is Our First Ingredient,” the Honesty Website can be accessed on
the internet at www.petfoodhonesty.com. The masthead for the Honesty Website bears the
Nestlé Purina brand name and symbol. Screenshots of the contents of the Honesty Website are
attached hereto as Exhibit J.
34.

The home page of the Honesty Website is styled as an open letter to pet owners

from Nestlé Purina, describing supposedly deceptive marketing practices by Blue Buffalo. On
the home page, Counterclaim Defendants make a variety of false or misleading statements
regarding Blue Buffalo’s products and marketing practices, including the following:
a.

“[T]esting conducted by an independent laboratory revealed that several of
Blue Buffalo’s top-selling ‘Life Protection’ pet food products actually
contain substantial amounts of poultry by-product meal.”

b.

“Independent testing also shows that Blue Buffalo’s ‘LifeSource Bits’
contain poultry by-product meal and corn.”

c.

“[S]everal Blue Buffalo products promoted as ‘grain-free’ actually contain
rice hulls, despite Blue Buffalo stating on its website that its ‘grain-free’
products will ‘free your pet from the grains and glutens that cause allergic
reactions in some dogs.’”

d.

“Blue Buffalo is not being honest about the ingredients in its pet food.”

e.

“99% of Purina pet food sold in the United States is manufactured at
Purina’s own plants in the United States. By contrast, 100% of Blue
Buffalo pet foods is outsourced and made by third-party manufacturers.”
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35.

Nestlé Purina knew these statements were false, or acted with reckless disregard

of the truth, when it launched the Honesty Website. Indeed, a Nestlé Purina executive
responsible for Nestlé Purina’s campaign against Blue Buffalo admitted that she had no basis to
believe that Blue Buffalo had lied about the ingredients in its products at the time Nestlé Purina
launched its campaign. And as set forth below, Nestlé Purina had no basis to assert that an
“independent laboratory” had conducted “independent testing” or to rely on the conclusion of
that purported testing.
36.

PRCG/ Haggerty created the Honesty Website with, at a minimum, reckless

disregard for the truth. On information and belief, PRCG did not conduct any independent
investigation of the matters asserted on the Honesty Website, and therefore can have had no
reason to believe that Blue Buffalo was dishonest about the ingredients in its pet food. And, as
set forth below, if PRCG/Haggerty had actually inquired about the basis of the remaining claims,
it would have learned that they were unfounded. These allegations are made on information and
belief as to PRCG/ Haggerty because both it and Nestlé Purina have refused to produce any
documents concerning PRCG/ Haggerty’s work on the Honesty Website.
37.

Simultaneously with the launch of the Honesty Website, on May 6, 2014, Nestlé

Purina filed a false-advertising complaint (the “Nestlé Purina Complaint”) in this Court. The
Nestlé Purina Complaint vaguely alleges that undisclosed “investigation and scientific testing”
by an unnamed laboratory revealed that (1) a handful of Blue Buffalo product samples contained
poultry by-product meal and corn, and (2) samples of certain Blue Buffalo products advertised as
“grain free” actually contain rice hulls. (See Case No. 4:14-cv-00859, Dkt. No. 1). Upon
information and belief, Nestlé Purina filed the Nestlé Purina Complaint in an attempt to extend
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litigation privilege protection to its advertising smear campaign, so as to shield its false and
misleading statements from liability.
38.

Also on May 6, 2014, Counterclaim Defendants issued a press release (the “Press

Release”) announcing the filing of the Nestlé Purina Complaint that reiterated many of the false
and misleading claims from the Honesty Website. The Press Release repeated Nestlé Purina’s
claims that “independent test results that show that Blue Buffalo is not being honest about the
ingredients in many of their best-selling pet foods,” that several of Blue Buffalo’s top-selling
“Life Protection” pet food products contained significant percentages of poultry by-product
meal, and that Blue Buffalo “LifeSource Bits” contain poultry by-product meal and corn. The
Press Release also reiterated that “several Blue Buffalo products promoted as ‘grain-free’
actually contain rice hulls.” (See Exhibit K.)
39.

Nestlé Purina has heavily promoted the Honesty Website on its Facebook page at

https://www.facebook.com/purina. For example, on May 6, 2014 Nestlé Purina posted a link to
the Honesty Website under the statement: “Honesty is the most important ingredient in the
relationship between a pet food company and pet owners.” It also posted an image with overlaid
text stating “Purina: Where our first ingredient is honesty.” Nestlé Purina reposted the link to the
Honesty Website on May 7, 2014 under the statement: “Purina has always operated with the
highest standards—including a commitment to honesty and integrity. Our pets deserve no less.”
Nestlé Purina then reposted the link yet again on May 8, 2014 under the statement: “Not all pet
food companies are honest about the ingredients they use. Get the facts at
www.Puri.na/Honesty.” That link—truncated for social media posting—takes readers to the
Honesty Website. Nestlé Purina has also engaged in numerous discussions with consumers on
its Facebook page in which it has repeated its false claims. (See Exhibit L.)
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40.

Nestlé Purina has also promoted the Honesty Website on its Twitter account at

https://twitter.com/Purina. For example, on May 8, 2014, Nestlé Purina tweeted a link to the
Honesty Website with the text, “Is your pet food company being honest about its ingredients?
Find out at Puri.na/Honesty.” The same day, Nestlé Purina tweeted another link to the Honesty
Website with the statement, “Your pets trust you to feed them right. Shouldn’t you be able to
trust the food you give them?” Between May 7 and May 13, 2014, Nestlé Purina sent 11 tweets
linking to the Honesty Website. (See Exhibit M.)
41.

Blue State developed the content for these advertisements on Nestlé Purina’s

Facebook and Twitter accounts and arranged for social media posts relating to
PetFoodHonesty.com to be directed to the social media pages of pet food consumers on
Facebook and Twitter.
42.

Blue State acted with, at a minimum, reckless disregard for the truth when it

produced this advertising content for Nestlé Purina’s Facebook and Twitter accounts. If Blue
State had actually investigated the basis of these statements, it would have learned that they were
false and misleading. Indeed, the Nestlé Purina executive responsible for coordinating with Blue
State on the Blue Buffalo campaign testified that she did not have evidence that Blue Buffalo
was lying about the ingredients in its products at the time Nestlé Purina launched its campaign.
And, as set forth below, if Blue State had actually inquired about the basis of the remaining
claims, it would have learned that they were unfounded.
43.

Nestlé Purina has also advertised the Honesty Website on many of its brand-

specific websites. For example, Nestlé Purina has used a masthead advertisement on the website
for its Beneful line of products at www.beneful.com that leads consumers to the Honesty
Website and states: “HONESTY IN PET FOOD. Purina believes that honesty is the most
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important ingredient in the relationship between pet owners and pet food manufacturers. Please
visit www.petfoodhonesty.com to learn more about actions we are taking to stop false
advertising aimed at pet owners.” Nestlé Purina has the same masthead advertisement on
www.catchow.com and www.dogchow.com. (See Exhibit N.)
44.

In an attempt to damage Blue Buffalo’s reputation with veterinarians, Nestlé

Purina has similarly advertised the Honesty Website on its website marketing to veterinarians.
Specifically, Nestlé Purina has placed an advertisement on the website for its Veterinary Diets
line of products at www.purinaveterinarydiets.com that asks “Is your pet food company being
honest?” and invites veterinarians to “Learn more at petfoodhonesty.com.” (See Exhibit O).
45.

On information and belief, on or about May 7, 2014, Counterclaim Defendants

sent out a mass e-mailing (the “Direct E-mails”) to consumers and pet food retailers nationwide.
An example of one of these e-mails is attached as Exhibit P. The Direct E-mails repeated the
same text, and therefore the same false claims, as the “letter” to pet owners on the Honesty
Website.
46.

Counterclaim Defendants have also purchased false and misleading

advertisements on Google.com (hereafter, the “Google Ads”) that are designed to appear when
consumers search for Blue Buffalo or its products. Upon information and belief, Counterclaim
Defendants have spent heavily to ensure that these advertisements appear above the Google
search results for common terms relating to Blue Buffalo. (See Exhibit Q.) For example, the
third result of a May 12, 2014 search for the term “Blue Buffalo” was a paid advertisement
linking to the Honesty Website. The link was accompanied by unattributed text stating, “A dog
food company is lying about its ingredients. Learn the facts.” In a search for the terms “Blue
Buffalo pet food,” the second result was a link to the Honesty Website with the title, “Dog food
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company honesty.” The link was accompanied by text reading, “Is your dog food company
being honest about its ingredients?” And the third search result for the term “Blue Buffalo
natural” was another link to the Honesty Website titled, “The facts about dog food,” again
accompanied by the text, “A dog food company is lying about its ingredients. Learn the facts.”
(See Exhibit R.) Because these statements appear alongside the search results for Blue Buffalo
and its products, they assert that Blue Buffalo is lying about the ingredients in its products. Blue
State arranged for these links to PetFoodHonesty.com to appear when Google.com users search
for terms related to Blue Buffalo.
47.

As set forth below, the statements made on the Honesty Website and reiterated in

the Press Release, in Facebook and Twitter posts, on the individual product websites, in the
Direct E-Mails, and in the Google Ads are false and misleading.
48.

The Counterclaim Defendants had no basis to make such false and misleading

claims and acted with at least reckless disregard for the truth.
Nestlé Purina’s False Claim that Blue Buffalo Products Contain Poultry By-Product Meal
49.

Counterclaim Defendants claim on the Honesty Website and in the Direct E-mails

that (1) “testing conducted by an independent laboratory revealed that several of Blue Buffalo’s
top-selling ‘Life Protection’ pet food products actually contain substantial amounts of poultry
by-product meal,” and (2) “[i]ndependent testing also shows that Blue Buffalo’s ‘LifeSource
Bits’ contain poultry by-product meal.”
50.

The Association of American Feed Control Officials, which establishes the

definitions and descriptions of ingredients that are allowed to be used in pet foods, defines
poultry by-product meal as “the ground, rendered, clean parts of the carcass of slaughtered
poultry, such as necks, feet, undeveloped eggs and intestines, exclusive of feathers, except in
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such amounts as might occur unavoidably in good processing practices.” (AAFCO 2014 Official
Publication at 356.)
51.

Nestlé Purina’s claims are false. Blue Buffalo does not purchase or knowingly

use poultry by-product meal in any of its products, and none of its product formulas include
poultry by-product meal as an ingredient. Moreover, Blue Buffalo provides its manufacturing
contractors with detailed specifications, and often a limited list of approved ingredient suppliers,
for all of the ingredients used in its products. Those specifications never allow for the use of
poultry by-product meal. Blue Buffalo manufacturing contractors are not permitted to vary from
Blue Buffalo recipes and are not authorized to use poultry by-product meal when manufacturing
Blue Buffalo products. Blue Buffalo instead pays for and uses the high quality ingredients
specified in its products formulas.
52.

To the extent that laboratory tests commissioned by Nestlé Purina purport to show

poultry by-product meal in Blue Buffalo’s products, those results are unreliable and false. Nestlé
Purina refused to identify the laboratory that conducted the tests it relies upon or the method that
the laboratory used to supposedly differentiate poultry by-product meal from other ingredients
until forced to do so in this litigation.
53.

Shortly after the Honesty Website and related smear campaign were launched,

Blue Buffalo asked Nestlé Purina to provide it with copies of the laboratory tests it relies upon.
Nestlé Purina refused and said it would provide the results at “the appropriate time.” (See
Exhibits S and T.) In fact, Nestlé Purina refused to turn over or make public its tests until after
Blue Buffalo went to court to force Nestlé Purina to do so. The reason for Nestlé Purina’s
stonewalling is now readily apparent: as detailed below, the tests are bogus and do not support
the false and misleading claims that Nestlé Purina is making.
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Nestlé Purina’s False Claim that Blue Buffalo’s “Grain-Free” Products Contain Grains
54.

Counterclaim Defendants state in their advertising that “several Blue Buffalo

products promoted as ‘grain-free’” actually contain quantities of “rice hulls.” The necessary
implication of this claim—that these products contain grain—is false.
55.

A rice hull is not a grain and contains no grain. The grain of a plant is its seed. A

“rice hull” by definition is the hard covering that is left over after the rice grain has been
removed. It is primarily composed of silica and is often used as a quality source of fiber. Rice
hulls are used in Blue Buffalo products as a processing aid to deliver a blend of vitamin and
mineral supplements. The actual inclusion level is typically less than 1/10th of what Nestlé
Purina claims, and below the level that AAFCO requires to be listed as an ingredient. In short,
Nestlé Purina’s assertion that Blue Buffalo’s use of rice hulls renders its “grain-free” claims false
is itself a fiction. A rice hull is not a grain, and there is nothing remotely untrue about Blue
Buffalo’s “grain-free” advertising.
Nestlé Purina’s False Claim that Blue Buffalo’s LifeSource Bits Contain Corn
56.

Counterclaim Defendants state in ads including the Honesty Website and in the

Direct E-mails that “Independent testing also shows that Blue Buffalo’s ‘LifeSource Bits’
contain . . . corn.” Counterclaim Defendants repeat substantially similar claims in the Press
Release. These claims are false.
57.

Blue Buffalo does not use corn in any of its products. None of Blue Buffalo’s

product formulas or specifications it provides its manufacturers include corn as an ingredient.
Blue Buffalo manufacturing contractors are not permitted to vary from Blue Buffalo recipes and
do not use corn when manufacturing Blue Buffalo products.
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Nestlé Purina’s False Claim that Blue Buffalo’s Products Are Subject to Quality Control
Problems Because They are “Outsourced”
58.

Counterclaim Defendants state on the Honesty Website and in the Press Release

that “99% of Purina pet food sold in the United States is manufactured at Purina’s own plants in
the United States. By contrast, 100% of Blue Buffalo pet foods is outsourced and made by thirdparty manufacturers.” This statement necessarily implies that Blue Buffalo’s pet foods are not
made in the United States. Furthermore, the statement is likely to be understood by consumers to
mean that Blue Buffalo’s pet foods are subject to the types of highly publicized quality control
problems that have impacted other pet food manufacturers that have outsourced production to
offshore manufacturers.
59.

The claim that Blue Buffalo’s products are manufactured outside of the United

States is categorically false. One hundred percent of Blue Buffalo’s products are manufactured
in facilities in the continental United States.
60.

Not only is Nestlé Purina’s statement false, it is intended to play on consumers’

concerns about recent incidents involving Chinese-manufactured pet foods that were found to
contain unapproved and potentially harmful ingredients. Nestlé Purina itself was at the center of
these incidents. On January 9, 2013, Nestlé Purina withdrew two of its pet food product lines
after New York state agricultural officials discovered that the products, manufactured in China,
contained residues of prohibited antibiotics that are not approved for use in animal feeds in the
United States. Several months later, in August 2013, Nestlé Purina voluntarily recalled bags of
“Purina ONE beyOnd Our White Meat Chicken & Whole Barley Recipe Adult Dry Dog Food,”
which is Purina’s “natural” line of adult dry dog food. The product was found to be
contaminated with salmonella. These incidents were widely publicized both in the general press
and in publications aimed at pet owners.
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61.

Counterclaim Defendants’ statement also makes the false representation that,

because Blue Buffalo products are manufactured at third-party manufacturing facilities (referred
to in the industry as co-packers), they are inherently susceptible to quality control problems. In
fact, Blue Buffalo utilizes “industry best” Quality Assurance and Quality Control protocols in the
formulation and manufacturing of its products, and demands that each of its co-packers strictly
adhere to these protocols. The use of co-packers is a common industry practice, and the notion
that their use entails quality control problems is baseless and false. Co-packers are similarly
used by numerous industry participants, including major pet food retailers for the manufacture of
pet food sold under their store brands. Indeed, Nestlé Purina’s parent company, Nestlé, itself
makes extensive use of co-packers to manufacture foods for human consumption.
Nestlé Purina’s False Claim that Blue Buffalo Is Dishonest About its Ingredients
62.

The Honesty Website and the Direct E-mails state that Blue Buffalo “is not being

honest about the ingredients in its pet food.” The Google Ads similarly claim that Blue Buffalo
“is lying about its ingredients.” These and similar statements are false. As detailed above,
Counterclaim Defendants have not reliably identified a single false statement in Blue Buffalo’s
advertising. Moreover, Defendants have not identified a scintilla of evidence to suggest Blue
Buffalo intentionally misled consumers about the ingredients of any of its products.
63.

Counterclaim Defendants’ claim is particularly pernicious because it is intended

to attack not merely the truth of Blue Buffalo’s advertising claims, but the integrity and brand
identity of the company, which has been central to its success.
64.

In addition to attacking Blue Buffalo’s credibility, in connection with many of its

links to the petfoodhonesty.com website, Nestlé Purina has claimed that “For 85 years, we have
been committed to honesty” and that “Honesty has been our first ingredient for 85 years.” (See
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Exhibits L, M, N, O.). These claims necessarily imply that Nestlé Purina is more honest with
consumers than is Blue Buffalo, or that Nestlé Purina is honest while Blue Buffalo is not. These
claims are false. As set forth above, Nestlé Purina’s claims about Blue Buffalo’s alleged lack of
honesty are baseless. Meanwhile, Nestlé Purina has a long track record of dishonesty with
consumers. In fact, on multiple occasions, Nestlé Purina and its predecessors have been found to
have engaged in “false and deceptive” advertising. See, e.g., ALPO Petfoods v. Ralston Purina
Co., 913 F.2d 958, 962 (D.C. Cir. 1990); Gillette Co. v. Ralston Purina Co., 99 Civ. 3373, 1999
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7718 (S.D.N.Y. May 14, 1999). More recently, Nestlé Purina’s parent
corporation received an “award” from a consumer group for notable false advertising in relation
to its baby food products. (See Exhibit U).
NESTLÉ PURINA’S “INDEPENDENT TESTING” HAS BEEN EXPOSED AS A SHAM
65.

On May 9, 2014, days after Counterclaim Defendants launched the Honesty

Website and related smear campaign, Blue Buffalo asked Nestlé Purina to provide it with copies
of the laboratory tests that Nestlé Purina relies upon for its claims that certain Blue Buffalo
products contain poultry by-product meal and/or other ingredients not reflected on Blue
Buffalo’s product labels. Nestlé Purina refused, stating that it would provide the test results
later, at “the appropriate time.” (See Exhibits S and T.)
66.

On June 2, 2014, Blue Buffalo filed in this Court a motion to force Nestlé Purina

to turn over the testing on which its smear campaign is based. Nestlé Purina opposed that
motion, accusing Blue Buffalo of “seeking an unwarranted tactical advantage” through “onesided discovery.” (See Case No. 4:14-cv-00920, Dkt. Nos. 15, 16; Case No. 4:14-cv-00859, Dkt.
No. 27).
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67.

On July 23, 2014, after months of stonewalling, Nestlé Purina finally provided

Blue Buffalo with a summary of its testing. At that time, Nestlé Purina designated the test report
“confidential” and insisted that its distribution be limited to Blue Buffalo’s outside counsel and
retained experts.
68.

Blue Buffalo’s representatives reviewed the report and concluded that Nestlé

Purina’s testing was scientifically unreliable. Blue Buffalo asked Nestlé Purina to voluntarily
remove its confidentiality designation, but Nestlé Purina refused. Blue Buffalo also requested an
opportunity to conduct a sworn deposition of Dr. James Makowski—the individual who carried
out Nestlé Purina’s tests—but Nestlé Purina refused that request as well.
69.

Blue Buffalo therefore returned to Court and sought an order requiring Nestlé

Purina to produce Dr. Makowski for deposition, and to make his test results public. The Court
ruled in Blue Buffalo’s favor on both issues. Nestlé Purina finally removed the veil of
confidentiality and made its test results available to the public on September 22, 2014.
70.

On November 13, 2014, one day prior to the deadline ordered by the Court,

Nestlé Purina produced Dr. Makowski for deposition. That examination exposed Dr.
Makowski’s lack of credibility and confirmed that his testing is utterly unreliable. (See Exhibit
A). Counterclaim Defendants knew or should have known these facts relating to Dr. Makowski
and his testing before they launched their smear campaign based upon his work.
Dr. Makowski Has Fabricated His Credentials
71.

Dr. Makowski’s deposition revealed a pattern of misrepresentation regarding his

credentials. For example, Dr. Makowski’s manual “Microscopic Analysis of Agricultural
Products” includes a biography stating that “James Makowski received his Ph.D. from the
University of Delaware in Genetics in 1991.” (Exhibit A hereto (November 13, 2014 Deposition
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of James V. Makowski) at 59:2-8). At deposition, however, Dr. Makowski admitted that his
Ph.D. is in Curriculum and Instruction, not genetics. (Exhibit A at 54:11-14).
72.

Dr. Makowski has also misrepresented his Ph.D. on social media. On Facebook,

for example, Dr. Makowski described his education by stating that he “studied Ph.D. genetics at
the University of Delaware.” (Exhibit A at 72:3-25). But Dr. Makowski changed his Facebook
profile between June and August 2014—at the very same time that Blue Buffalo was pressing for
disclosure of his identity—to state that he “Studied Ph.D. curriculum and instruction at the
University of Delaware.” (Exhibit A at 77:7-13).
73.

In addition to misrepresenting his academic credentials, Dr. Makowski has

fabricated publications. Dr. Makowski’s curriculum vitae (C.V.) lists 12 purported
“Publications.” Only one entry on the C.V. describes a publication in a peer-reviewed journal.
That entry states (Exhibit A to Nestlé Purina’s Second Amended Complaint Dkt. # 104-1, Ex. 1
thereto at PUR_000243):

74.

Under cross-examination, however, Dr. Makowski admitted that this article was

in fact rejected for publication in the cited journal because it did not pass the peer review
process. (Exhibit A at 15:8-16). Dr. Makowski claimed that it was “open to debate” whether it
was appropriate for him to list this rejected article as a “publication.” (Exhibit A at 16:15-17:4).
Dr. Makowski similarly claimed on his C.V. at least two other publications that were also
fabricated. (Exhibit A at 28:7-29:24).
75.

Dr. Makowski’s misrepresentations have played a direct role in his academic

advancement. Dr. Makowski testified that Messiah College, where he is a professor of biology,
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reevaluates tenure determinations every five years and that he submits his C.V. and publications
list as part of that process. (Exhibit A at 18:20-19:23). Dr. Makowski noted, however, that
Messiah College is a Christian school that places ethics at the center of its ethos and that
concerns about integrity would be “very important” to Messiah. (Exhibit A at 20:18-21:20,
30:19-23).
Dr. Makowski Does Not Run a “Highly Sophisticated, Independent Laboratory”
76.

Contrary to Nestlé Purina’s assertion that its testing was conducted by a “highly

sophisticated, independent laboratory,”(see Exhibit L) Dr. Makowski undertook the testing
underlying his report by himself, in his basement. (Exhibit A at 86:18-23). Dr. Makowski’s lab
consists of three rudimentary microscopes. (Exhibit A at 90:2-4). Dr. Makowski’s lab did not
even have a camera until Nestlé Purina purchased one for him. (Exhibit A at 125:11-126:11).
77.

Moreover, Dr. Makowski is far from “independent.” Nestlé Purina has been one

of Dr. Makowski’s largest clients for nearly three decades, and it purchased much of the
equipment in his lab for him. (Exhibit A at 90:18-22, 95:8-10, 97:21-98:5, 125:11-126:11).
Dr. Makowski’s Findings Are Unreliable
78.

Dr. Makowski’s attempts to defend his substantive findings fared no better. In his

test report, Dr. Makowski purported to have identified poultry by-product meal in varying
amounts in three out of 20 samples of Blue Buffalo kibble, and in 15 out of 20 samples of Blue
Buffalo dark bits tested. (Exhibit A to Nestlé Purina’s Second Amended Complaint, Dkt. # 1041, at PUR_000211).
79.

Dr. Makowski admitted, however, that his report identified the bases for his

conclusions with regard to only two of the kibble samples that he tested (both from the same
product). With regard to all other purported identifications, Dr. Makowski could not recall what
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specifically he had seen that led him to conclude that any sample included poultry by-product
meal. (Exhibit A at 292:5-293:8). He further admitted that there was nothing in his report,
photographs, or any other documentation that identified what he saw in any particular sample
that led him to his conclusions. (Exhibit A at 151:20-152:10). Dr. Makowski thus agreed that
there was no way for any other scientist to validate his conclusions. (Exhibit A at 117:11-17,
152:11-22, 241:9-14).
80.

As to the two samples of kibble for which Dr. Makowski’s report did identify the

purported basis for his conclusions, Dr. Makowski stated that he found “small fragments of egg
shell, raw feather and leg scale” in those samples. (Exhibit A to Nestlé Purina’s Second
Amended Complaint Dkt. # 104-1, at PUR_000211). Those assertions, however, are entirely
unreliable. For example:


As to feathers, Dr. Makowski did not record and could not recall how many feathers
he saw in each sample, or whether there was more than one. (Exhibit A at 249:21250:7). Dr. Makowski admitted that the presence of feathers is consistent with both
poultry meal and poultry by-product meal. (Exhibit A at 260:5-18). While Dr.
Makowski’s own manual states that suspected feather identifications must be
confirmed using a compound microscope or a chemical staining test, Dr. Makowski
made no effort to perform such confirmatory analysis. (Exhibit A at 245:2-246:3,
272:18-277:7, 280:2-282:10). The only evidence Dr. Makowski could point to in
support of his conclusion—a picture of what he claimed was a feather—is, in Dr.
Makowski’s own words, “a terrible picture. I’ll stipulate to that. The background
is—it’s dark, and there is not sufficient lighting for this.” (Exhibit A at 269:2-14).



As to egg shells, Dr. Makowski claimed to have seen just one fragment in each
sample. (Exhibit A at 248:10-21). Dr. Makowski admitted, however, that his own
manual does not identify egg shell as a marker of poultry by-product meal. (Exhibit
A at 283:20-284:2). He further admitted that he was not familiar enough with the
rendering process to know if an egg shell could make its way into poultry meal.
(Exhibit A at 284:20-286:8). Dr. Makowski also acknowledged that there was “some
potential for disagreement” among microscopists as to whether his identification of
egg shell was accurate in the first place. (Exhibit A at 288:3-9). Dr. Makowski also
did not perform any analysis to confirm whether what he saw was an egg shell as
opposed to a calcium carbonate deposit. (Exhibit A at 289:9-25). Indeed, Dr.
Makowski did not even consult an egg-shell reference standard because he did not
have one. (Exhibit A at 290:7-17).
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81.

As to leg scale, Dr. Makowski similarly failed to take any secondary steps to confirm
his purported visual analysis through further testing, e.g. to confirm the animal
origins of the particle in question. (Exhibit A at 298:24-299:14). Dr. Makowski
claimed to have seen just “two or three” leg scale fragments in each sample. (Exhibit
A at 250:8-12). Based on these limited findings he concluded that the samples
contained substantial amounts of poultry by-product meal, even though “on a typical
poultry by-product meal, we might expect to find somewhere between 1 and 2 percent
leg scale.” (Exhibit A at 252:22-253:3). Dr. Makowski identified these “two or
three” fragments based solely on the fact that they were “irregular clear to opaque
material.” (Exhibit A at 295:21-25). According to Dr. Makowski, “if we were to
look at it [leg scale] in a higher magnification, we would see almost layers.” (Exhibit
A at 295:9-20). However, Dr. Makowski failed to inspect the “irregular clear to
opaque material” he observed to determine if it had this characteristic. (Exhibit A at
295:9-20). Dr. Makowski admitted that his one photograph of the supposed leg scale
was amber rather than “clear to whitish” because the photo was taken under “poor
lighting.” (Exhibit A at 296:4-18). Dr. Makowski also admitted that the fragments
he observed in Blue Buffalo’s products were darker in color than his leg scale
reference, an unverified particle Dr. Makowski pulled from his poultry by-product
meal standard. (Exhibit A at 297:8-298:5).
Notably, whenever Dr. Makowski believed he saw any of these markers, his

report indicated that all of the meal contained within a sample was poultry by-product meal and
not poultry meal. For example, where a product seemingly contained 27% poultry meal and 1%
poultry by-product meal, Dr. Makowski classified it as containing 28% poultry by-product meal.
(Exhibit A at 259:5-20). Dr. Makowski’s report employed this methodology even though, at an
earlier stage in his investigations, Dr. Makowski would have categorized the sample as
containing 1% by-product meal. (Exhibit A at 252:16-253:10).
82.

Dr. Makowski’s conclusions are also inconsistent with his own lab notebook. In

many instances, Dr. Makowski’s contemporaneous notes stated that he had identified poultry
meal or chicken meal in a sample. In Dr. Makowski’s final report, however, the corresponding
entries state that he identified poultry or chicken by-product meal in those samples. Dr.
Makowski’s only explanation was that he sometimes altered his conclusions later in his analysis.
(Exhibit A at 153:6-157:7). But in no instance could Dr. Makowski identify any basis for the
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specific changes he made. Notably, his lab notes contradict his findings as to two out of three
identifications of poultry by-product meal in Blue Buffalo kibble, and the lab notes on the third
entry reflect numerous changes to his conclusions. (Exhibit A at 153:6-157:7).
83.

Dr. Makowski’s lab notes similarly contradict the conclusions stated in his report

concerning the presence of poultry by-product meal in Blue Buffalo dark bits. (Exhibit A at
142:6-143:24, 146:6-20). In fact, Dr. Makowski admitted that he had simply “assumed” that
poultry by-product meal was present in 11 of the 15 dark bit samples in which he purported to
identify it—even though he saw no markers for poultry by-product meal in those samples.
(Exhibit A at 320:13-322:6). Dr. Makowski could not identify the basis for his conclusion that
poultry by-product meal was present in any sample of the Blue Buffalo dark bits that he tested.
(Exhibit A at 146:1-16, 324:13-16).
Dr. Makowski’s Purported Identification of Corn Is Undocumented and Unverifiable
84.

Dr. Makowski admitted that he took no photographs and did not otherwise

document the basis for his conclusion that corn was present in any Blue Buffalo products. He
agreed that there was no way for any other scientist to validate his claims regarding corn.
(Exhibit A at 231:22-232:23).
Dr. Makowski’s Agrees that Blue Buffalo Products Do Not Contain Rice Grains
85.

Dr. Makowski testified that that he did not identify any rice grain or rice starch in

any Blue Buffalo grain-free products. While he claimed to have identified rice hulls, Dr.
Makowski further testified that a rice hull is distinct from the rice grain. (Exhibit A at 235:25236:6, 236:21-237:17).
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Dr. Makowski’s “Testing” Methodologies Are Contrary To Industry Standards
86.

At each step of the way, Dr. Makowski’s work was riddled with methodological

errors contrary to sound scientific practices. For example:


Contrary to accepted practices, Dr. Makowski did not retain an independent thirdparty service to purchase or otherwise procure the products at issue, or to select the
samples for analysis. Rather, all of the samples were delivered to Dr. Makowski by
Nestlé Purina. Dr. Makowski claimed to have no knowledge as to how those samples
or lots were selected. (Exhibit A at 175:10-19).



Dr. Makowski did not follow an appropriate blinding protocol. Dr. Makowski
prepared samples for testing on his own, removing them from branded packaging.
Dr. Makowski’s only explanation for how this was a “scientifically sound” blinding
methodology was “because at the time I began the analysis, I had no recollection of
what any one particular bag represented.” (Exhibit A at 168:6-169:21). In other
words, Dr. Makowski relied on a lapse in memory to blind the experiment, which is
contrary to standard scientific procedures.



Dr. Makowski failed to preserve, photograph or document the samples he studied,
and instead threw them in the trash. (Exhibit A at 113:24-114:3, 117:11-17, 123:24124:2, 215:12-15).

Dr. Makowski’s Reference Standards Are Unreliable
87.

Dr. Makowski purports to have based his conclusions on comparisons of what he

saw under the microscope to his library of “reference standards.” Dr. Makowski’s reference
standards, however, are of unknown provenance. For example, Dr. Makowski testified that he
obtained his samples of chicken meal and poultry by-product meal more than 15 years ago. He
does not know how they were used prior to his acquisition of them and does not remember where
he got them. He does not even refrigerate them. (Exhibit A at 348:11-349:5, 351:14-353:7). Dr.
Makowski’s poultry meal reference standards are also contaminated, including with plant tissue
and fiber. Dr. Makowski’s only explanation for this contamination was that chickens like to eat
different things and perhaps a chicken ate cotton fibers that thereby made their way into his
reference standard. (Exhibit A at 343:24-344:16). Dr. Makowski could not explain, however,
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why his reference standard for poultry meal included a white human hair similar to his own.
(Exhibit A at 347:19-349:12).
Dr. Makowski’s Quantification Methodologies Are Unreliable
88.

In his report, Dr. Makowski purported to make remarkably accurate

quantifications of ingredient inclusion down to tenths of percentages, such as ground yellow corn
at 0.2%. (Exhibit A to Nestlé Purina’s Second Amended Complaint Dkt. No. 104-1 at
PUR_000212). Dr. Makowski testified that he made these determinations purely on the basis of
visual observation and estimation. (Exhibit A at 368:25-369:17). To the extent he performed
any mathematical calculations, Dr. Makowski testified that he did them either “in my head” or
on a calculator, but did not document the computations. (Exhibit A at 204:18-205:23, 207:23208:11, 209:10-17, 365:11-14). Notably, when asked to perform calculations during the
deposition, Dr. Makowski’s computations were entirely wrong, and he admitted that “my math is
terrible.” (Exhibit A at 96:23-97:20, 371:13-372:22). Dr. Makowski acknowledged that there
are other, more scientific quantification methodologies, such as weighing particles, but testified
that he did not perform such an analysis here because it is “very laborious.” (Exhibit A at 382:620)
Conclusions Regarding Dr. Makowski’s Tests
89.

Blue Buffalo has retained a world-renowned expert in microscopy, Dr. Vinayak

Dravid, to review and comment on the reliability of Dr. Makowski’s tests. Dr. Dravid is the
Abraham Harris Chaired Professor in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering in
the McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science at Northwestern University. In
contrast to Dr. Makowski, Dr. Dravid has authored more than 350 articles that have been
published in peer-reviewed academic journals. He serves as an Editor of Microscopy &
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Microanalysis, the flagship journal of the Microscopy Society of America, the oldest
professional society for microscopy in the United States, of which Dr. Dravid is a fellow.
90.

Dr. Dravid has reviewed Dr. Makowski’s test report and lab notes, and he

attended Dr. Makowski’s deposition. Based upon his review, Dr. Dravid has concluded that
there are “serious questions about the accuracy, reliability and overall validity of” Dr.
Makowski’s work, and that Dr. Makowski’s “method of analysis” simply does not provide “an
adequate foundation” for “definitive statements about the presence or absence” of particular
ingredients in Blue Buffalo’s pet foods. (See Exhibit B hereto). In short, Dr. Makowski’s tests
are the epitome of junk science. They are unlikely to be admissible as expert opinion in any
legal proceeding, and certainly do not support the categorical assertions in Nestlé Purina’s smear
campaign against Blue Buffalo.
91.

As set forth above, Nestlé Purina and the other Counterclaim Defendants either

knew or should have known the serious flaws relating to Dr. Makowksi’s tests before they
launched their smear campaign. Counterclaim Defendants never had, and certainly do not
currently have, a scientific basis on which to continue to disseminate their false claims about the
alleged inclusion of certain ingredients in Blue Buffalo pet foods. Because Dr. Makowski’s tests
did not provide a reasonable basis to support the false and misleading claims in Nestlé Purina’s
campaign, the Counterclaim Defendants acted with, at the very least, reckless disregard for the
truth.
INJURY TO BLUE BUFFALO AND THE PUBLIC
92.

Counterclaim Defendants’ smear campaign is calculated to destroy the reputation

and goodwill of the Blue Buffalo brand. By spreading false claims about product ingredients and
maligning the credibility of the brand, Counterclaim Defendants seek to curtail the rapid growth
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of Blue Buffalo’s business in the hope that this will stem the exodus of Nestlé Purina customers
to Blue Buffalo, and divert sales toward Nestlé Purina’s products.
93.

Blue Buffalo and its owners have invested large sums of money to launch and

grow the Blue Buffalo brand. Blue Buffalo is now the number one natural pet food and the
number one specialty brand in pet specialty stores across the United States, as well as the fastestgrowing major pet food company in the United States. The company’s success and brand
identity rest on its reputation for transparency and honesty, as well as its refusal to use the same
type of low-cost, low-quality ingredients used by competitors such as Nestlé Purina. If
Counterclaim Defendants’ false advertising campaign continues unchecked, Blue Buffalo will
lose sales and profits and will suffer a loss of reputation and goodwill that will destroy the
considerable value of the company’s brand equity and will not be fully compensable through
monetary damages.
94.

In addition to generating substantial sales and profits, Blue Buffalo’s products

currently provide American pet owners with healthy, natural, high-quality alternatives to the
engineered, low-cost pet foods that constitute the majority of the market. Unless curtailed by
this Court, Counterclaim Defendants’ false advertising campaign will induce consumers to make
purchasing decisions and potentially incur costs based on Counterclaim Defendants’ false and
misleading representations about the composition and sourcing of Blue Buffalo’s products.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violation of Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a) against all Counterclaim
Defendants
95.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
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96.

In connection with Blue Buffalo’s products, which are offered in interstate

commerce, Counterclaim Defendants have made false and misleading descriptions or
representations of fact. These false or misleading statements misrepresent the nature,
characteristics, or qualities of Blue Buffalo’s products, manufacturing processes, and/or
marketing practices. Counterclaim Defendants’ statements are expressly false, impliedly false,
or both.
97.

Counterclaim Defendants’ false and misleading statements have deceived, or have

the tendency to deceive, a substantial portion of the intended audience about matters that are
material to purchasing decisions.
98.

Counterclaim Defendants’ false and misleading statements are made in

commercial advertising and promotion in interstate commerce and violate Section 43(a) of the
Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).
99.

Blue Buffalo is likely to suffer, has suffered, and will continue to suffer damages

and irreparable injuries as a result of Counterclaim Defendants’ wrongful acts.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Unfair Competition Under Missouri Common Law Against All Counterclaim Defendants
100.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
101.

By reason of the foregoing, Counterclaim Defendants have engaged in unfair

competition and product disparagement in violation of the common law of the State of Missouri.
102.

Counterclaim Defendants have engaged in deceptive marketing practices,

including advertising their goods in a way likely to deceive or mislead prospective patrons to the
detriment of Blue Buffalo. Such deceptive practices have caused harm to the commercial
relations of Blue Buffalo.
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THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Injurious Falsehood Under Missouri Common Law Against All Counterclaim Defendants
103.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
104.

Counterclaim Defendants have published false statements that are harmful to Blue

Buffalo’s commercial and reputational interests.
105.

Counterclaim Defendants intended for the publication of these false statements to

result in pecuniary harm to Blue Buffalo. Alternatively, Counterclaim Defendants recognized or
should have recognized that publication of these false statements was likely to result in pecuniary
harm to Blue Buffalo.
106.

Counterclaim Defendants knew that their published statements were false, or

acted in reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the statements.
107.

Blue Buffalo is likely to suffer, has suffered, and will continue to suffer damages

and irreparable injuries as a result of Counterclaim Defendants’ wrongful acts.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Defamation Under Missouri Common Law Against All Counterclaim Defendants
108.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
109.

Counterclaim Defendants have published false statements identifying Blue

Buffalo that are harmful to Blue Buffalo's commercial and reputational interests.
110.

Counterclaim Defendants intended for the publication of these false statements to

result in reputational harm to Blue Buffalo. Alternatively, Counterclaim Defendants recognized
or should have recognized that the publication of these false statements was likely to result in
reputational harm to Blue Buffalo.
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111.

Counterclaim Defendants knew that their published statements were false, or

acted in reckless disregard or negligence of the truth or falsity of the statements.
112.

Counterclaim Defendants acted with actual malice by publishing these false

statements by acting with at least reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the statements.
113.

Blue Buffalo is likely to suffer, has suffered, and will continue to suffer damages

and irreparable injuries, including injuries to Blue Buffalo's reputation, as a result of
Counterclaim Defendant's wrongful acts.
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Unjust Enrichment Under Missouri Common Law Against All Counterclaim Defendants
114.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
115.

Counterclaim Defendants have benefited by their false and misleading statements

at Blue Buffalo’s expense.
116.

Counterclaim Defendants unjustly have not compensated or paid Blue Buffalo for

the benefits of those false and misleading statements.
117.

Counterclaim Defendants benefited from their failure to pay or compensate Blue

Buffalo.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Unfair Competition Under Connecticut Common Law Against Nestlé Purina
118.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
119.

In connection with Blue Buffalo’s products, which are offered in the State of

Connecticut, Counterclaim Defendants have made false and misleading descriptions or
representations of fact. These false or misleading statements misrepresent the nature,
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characteristics, or qualities of Blue Buffalo’s products, manufacturing processes, and/or
marketing practices. Counterclaim Defendants’ statements are expressly false, impliedly false,
or both.
120.

Counterclaim Defendants’ false and misleading statements have deceived, or have

the tendency to deceive, a substantial portion of the intended audience about matters that are
material to purchasing decisions.
121.

Counterclaim Defendants’ false and misleading statements are made in

commercial advertising and promotion in the State of Connecticut.
122.

Blue Buffalo is likely to suffer, has suffered, and will continue to suffer damages

and irreparable injuries as a result of Counterclaim Defendants’ wrongful acts.
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Defamation Under Connecticut Common Law Against All Counterclaim Defendants
123.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
124.

Counterclaim Defendants have published false and defamatory statements

regarding Blue Buffalo and its products to third persons throughout the United States, including
Connecticut. Those statements identified Blue Buffalo to third persons.
125.

Counterclaim Defendants intended for the publication of these false statements to

result in reputational harm to Blue Buffalo. Alternatively, Counterclaim Defendants recognized
or should have recognized that the publication of these false statements was likely to result in
reputational harm to Blue Buffalo.
126.

Counterclaim Defendants knew that their published statements were false, or

acted in reckless disregard or negligence of the truth or falsity of the statements.
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127.

Counterclaim Defendants acted with actual malice by publishing these false

statements with, at a minimum, reckless disregard for the truth or falsity of the publication.
128.

Blue Buffalo is likely to suffer, has suffered, and will continue to suffer

reputational injuries as a result of Counterclaim Defendants’ wrongful acts.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violations of the Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act Against All Counterclaim Defendants
129.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
130.

Counterclaim Defendants have made false and misleading descriptions or

representations of fact. These false or misleading statements misrepresent the nature,
characteristics, or qualities of Blue Buffalo’s products, manufacturing processes, and/or
marketing practices. Counterclaim Defendants’ statements are expressly false, impliedly false,
or both.
131.

Counterclaim Defendants have therefore engaged in misleading, unfair or

deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of trade or commerce throughout the United States in
violation of CONN. GEN. STAT. § 42-110a et seq.
132.

Counterclaim Defendants intended for the publication of these false statements to

result in pecuniary harm to Blue Buffalo business or trade interests. Alternatively, Counterclaim
Defendants recognized or should have recognized that publication of these false statements was
likely to result in pecuniary harm to Blue Buffalo.
133.

These wrongful acts have indeed caused Blue Buffalo to suffer ascertainable loss

of money or property within the State of Connecticut.
WHEREFORE, Blue Buffalo demands judgment against Counterclaim Defendants and
requests relief as follows:
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A.

That judgment be entered in Blue Buffalo’s favor on each Claim in

the Counterclaim.
B.

Orders preliminarily and permanently enjoining Counterclaim

Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all others in active
concert or participation with them, from:
i.

disseminating the Honesty Website (attached as Exhibit J),

the Direct E-mails (an example of which is attached as Exhibit P), the Google Ads
(examples of which are attached as Exhibit R) and any other advertisements
substantially similar thereto;
ii.

claiming, whether directly or by implication, in any

advertising or promotional communication, that (1) any Blue Buffalo products
contain poultry or chicken by-product meal; or (2) any Blue Buffalo products
contain corn; or (3) any Blue Buffalo products promoted as “grain-free” contain
grain; or (4) any Blue Buffalo products are manufactured outside the United
States; or (5) any Blue Buffalo products are unsafe, less healthy, or otherwise of
lower quality by virtue of having been manufactured by third-party
manufacturers.
iii.

claiming, whether directly or by implication, in any

advertising or promotional communication, that Blue Buffalo’s advertising or
labeling for its pet food products is false or misleading, or that consumers should
disbelieve Blue Buffalo’s statements concerning its or its competitors’ pet food
products.
C.

An order directing an accounting of all gains, profits, savings and
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advantages realized by Nestlé Purina from its aforesaid acts of false advertising, unfair
competition and other violations of law as detailed above;
D.

An order directing Counterclaim Defendants to disseminate, in a

form to be approved by the Court, advertising designed to correct the false and
misleading claims made by Counterclaim Defendants in their advertising;
E.

An award of Blue Buffalo’s damages attributable to Counterclaim

Defendants’ false and deceptive advertising, in an amount to be determined at trial;
F.

An award to Blue Buffalo of all profits earned by Nestlé Purina

attributable to its false advertising, in an amount to be determined at trial;
G.

A declaration that this is an “exceptional case” due to the willful

nature of Counterclaim Defendants’ false advertising, and awarding enhanced damages
and attorneys’ fees to Blue Buffalo pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117, and punitive damages
and attorneys’ fees to the full extent allowable under state statutory and common law;
H.

An order pursuant to Section 34(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §

1116(a) requiring Counterclaim Defendants to serve upon Blue Buffalo, within thirty (30)
days after service on Counterclaim Defendants of an injunction or such extended period
as the Court may direct, a report in writing under oath setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which Counterclaim Defendants have complied with the injunction;
I.

Awarding Blue Buffalo prejudgment and post-judgment interest on

any monetary award in this action;
J.

An award of the costs and disbursements of this action; and

K.

Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and

proper.
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THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT AGAINST WILBUR-ELLIS AND DIVERSIFIED
Blue Buffalo, for its third-party complaint against Wilbur-Ellis Company (“WilburEllis”) and Diversified Ingredients, Inc. (“Diversified”) (together, the “Third-Party Defendants”),
respectfully alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
134.

As set forth above, Nestlé Purina’s pre-complaint laboratory testing was a

pseudoscientific sham that provided no good-faith basis to make any claims about Blue Buffalo’s
products—let alone to disparage Blue Buffalo’s character and honesty.
135.

But even a broken watch is right twice a day. Post-complaint discovery from two

of Blue Buffalo’s upstream suppliers, Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified, has revealed that one or both
of them were engaged in a years-long pattern of misconduct that resulted in the presence of
poultry by-product meal in some Blue Buffalo products. For a substantial period of time prior to
May 2014, Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified passed off poultry by-product meal and/or “feathermeal”
as more expensive chicken and turkey meal in numerous shipments sent from Wilbur-Ellis’s
Rosser, Texas plant to Blue Buffalo’s manufacturing facilities. The substitution was both
unknown and unknowable to Blue Buffalo at the time it occurred.
136.

This misconduct violated both suppliers’ binding express contracts. Indeed, on

multiple occasions, both Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified provided written guarantees to Blue
Buffalo that the chicken and turkey meal that they were providing “exclu[ded] . . . feathers,
heads, feet, and entrails,” except in unavoidable trace amounts.
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137.

In October 2014, after its conduct had been revealed through discovery, Wilbur-

Ellis issued a public statement acknowledging that “its facility in Rosser, Texas” had
“mislabel[ed] . . . pet food ingredients that were sold to companies that formulate food for pets.”1
138.

Emails produced in discovery put it more bluntly. In those emails, Diversified

recognized that both suppliers have “breached [their] contract” with Blue Buffalo; that their
misconduct is likely “the smoking gun” behind Nestlé Purina’s lawsuit; and that, if “Diversified
and Wilbur . . . have to answer . . . in litigation with Blue,” “[t]he liabilities will be enormous.”
(Exhibit V.)
139.

Those liabilities are readily apparent. Because Blue Buffalo paid for a product it

did not receive, Blue Buffalo was deprived of the benefit of its bargain with respect to numerous
ingredient shipments. Third-Party Defendants’ conduct has also caused, and will continue to
cause, damage to Blue Buffalo’s consumer goodwill. In addition, it has exposed Blue Buffalo to
potential liability, both in this action and in a number of copycat class actions filed by endconsumers, and has forced Blue Buffalo to incur significant legal expenses in defense of these
actions. Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified must make Blue Buffalo whole for these foreseeable
consequences of their unlawful behavior.
PARTIES
140.

Third-Party Plaintiff Blue Buffalo is a Delaware corporation with headquarters at

11 River Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897. Blue Buffalo is in the business of developing,
marketing and selling pet food, pet treats, and related products in the United States and Canada.

1

Lisa Brown, Blue Buffalo says supplier mislabeled some ingredients, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Oct. 15,
2014, http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/blue-buffalo-says-supplier-mislabeled-someingredients/article_3902b014-e04c-5ae8-90f3-ab601b674bd2.html (accessed May 13, 2015).
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141.

Third-Party Defendant Wilbur-Ellis is a California corporation with headquarters

at 345 California Street, Floor 27, San Francisco, California 94104. Wilbur-Ellis is an
international marketer and distributor of agricultural products and animal feed with more than
4,000 employees and annual sales in excess of $3 billion. Its feed division provides ingredients
to many manufacturers in the pet-food industry.
142.

Third-Party Defendant Diversified is a Missouri corporation with headquarters at

870 Woods Mill Road, Ballwin, Missouri 63011. Diversified serves as a “broker” to pet-food
manufacturers. In that capacity, it sources ingredients; serves as a contractual intermediary
between the ingredient producer and the pet-food manufacturer; and handles the logistics of
ingredient purchases, including shipment.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
143.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over Blue Buffalo’s third-party claims

against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1). There is complete
diversity between Blue Buffalo and the Third-Party Defendants because Blue Buffalo is a citizen
of Delaware and Connecticut, while Wilbur-Ellis is a citizen of California only, and Diversified
is a citizen of Missouri only. The matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000.
144.

This court also has subject matter jurisdiction over Blue Buffalo’s third-party

claims against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a).
145.

Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) because a

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to this action have occurred and/or will
occur within this District. Because venue is proper in this District with respect to the underlying
first-party claims, venue over Blue Buffalo’s third-party claims against Wilbur-Ellis and
Diversified is also proper in this District under the doctrine of ancillary venue.
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BLUE BUFFALO AND ITS PRODUCTS
146.

As described above, Blue Buffalo was founded in 2002 with the mission to bring

transparency to the pet food industry by educating consumers about the ingredients in pet foods
and offering them a better choice. Blue Buffalo has built its strong brand identity by establishing
relationships of trust and transparency with pet owners—in particular, with respect to its
ingredients.
147.

A critical element of Blue Buffalo’s brand identity is the difference between Blue

Buffalo’s pet food formulas and the formulas of the cost-engineered, mass-produced pet-food
products made by traditional pet-food manufacturers.
148.

For example, unlike many leading brands, all Blue Buffalo products feature

deboned chicken, lamb, fish or other high quality real meats as the first ingredient. Blue Buffalo
uses only whole grains, rather than the less expensive “fractionated” grains used in many pet
foods. And unlike many leading brands, Blue Buffalo product formulas contain no artificial
colors, flavors, or preservatives.
149.

In addition, unlike many leading brands, Blue Buffalo’s dry pet food formulas

contain no poultry by-product meals. The Association of American Feed Control Officials
(“AAFCO”) defines poultry by-product meal as “the ground, rendered, clean parts of the carcass
of slaughtered poultry, such as necks, feet, undeveloped eggs and intestines, exclusive of
feathers, except in such amounts as might occur unavoidably in good processing practices.”
(AAFCO 2014 Official Publication at 356 (emphasis added).)
150.

Instead of poultry by-product meal, some of Blue Buffalo’s dry pet food formulas

contain poultry meal (i.e., chicken or turkey meal) in addition to deboned meat and other highquality ingredients. AAFCO defines poultry meal as “the dry rendered product from a
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combination of clean flesh and skin with or without the accompanying bone, derived from the
parts of whole carcasses of poultry or a combination thereof, exclusive of feathers, heads, feet,
and entrails.” (AAFCO 2014 Official Publication at 361 (emphasis added).)
151.

Consistent with its product formulas, Blue Buffalo labels and advertises its dry

pet food products as containing “no chicken or poultry by-product meals,” and has done so at all
relevant times.
BLUE BUFFALO’S CONTRACTS WITH DIVERSIFIED AND WILBUR-ELLIS
152.

To source the chicken and turkey meal needed for its dry pet food products, Blue

Buffalo has depended on several suppliers, including Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified.
153.

Both Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified hold themselves out as experts in pet-food

ingredient production and/or sourcing, and as having first-rate quality control. For example, on
its website, Wilbur-Ellis claims that its “expert[ise]” in quality control “differentiate[s] us from
the rest,” and boasts “processes . . . [that] closely track products from origin to Wilbur Ellis’
operations to customers” to “monitor[] for quality.”2 Diversified similarly states on its website
that “quality can never be sacrificed for cost.”3 Blue Buffalo reasonably and justifiably trusted
Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified to provide high-quality ingredients consistent with Blue Buffalo’s
specifications.
154.

Beginning in 2011, Blue Buffalo entered into a series of written purchase orders

with Diversified to procure “chicken meal” and “turkey meal” for use in Blue Buffalo’s pet food
products. These written purchase orders constitute binding and enforceable contracts between
Blue Buffalo and Diversified.
Wilbur-Ellis Company – Safety & Regulations, http://www.wilbur-ellisfeed.com/pages/about-us/safetyand-regulations.aspx (accessed May 12, 2015)
2

Diversified Ingredients – Our Company, http://www.diversifiedingredients.com/our-company.html
(accessed May 12, 2015).
3
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155.

As stated above, AAFCO defines poultry meal and poultry by-product meal as

two very different products. AAFCO is a quasi-regulatory body that sets industry-wide
standards for animal feed and pet food. “The terms and definitions published in the [AAFCO]
Official Publication are generally accepted throughout the United States.” 2 CSR § 70-30.015,
Statement of Purpose. Indeed, many states—including Missouri—incorporate AAFCO’s
ingredient definitions into their regulatory codes or otherwise accord them the force of law. See
2 CSR § 70-30.015(1) (“[T]he Official Publication of AAFCO[] is written to establish uniform
methods for regulating animal feeds. The feed terms, ingredient names . . . and ingredient
definitions used in the publication are adopted for administration of the Missouri Commercial
Feed Law.”).
156.

Thus, when Diversified agreed to source chicken meal or turkey meal for Blue

Buffalo, both parties understood, from the use of those terms alone, that the product in question
was not to include any material amount of feathers, heads, feet, or entrails.
157.

Diversified also had other reasons to know that poultry by-product meals were

unacceptable to Blue Buffalo. Diversified was well aware that Blue Buffalo labeled and
advertised its pet foods to the public as free of poultry by-product meals. Accordingly,
Diversified knew that the absence of feathers, heads, feet and entrails was a sine qua non of Blue
Buffalo’s willingness to purchase poultry meal from Diversified for use in those pet food
products.
158.

Furthermore, on multiple occasions in connection with these purchases, Blue

Buffalo required Diversified to sign “Raw Material Specification” sheets that provided that the
chicken and turkey meal sourced by Diversified must “exclu[de] . . . feathers, heads, feet and
entrails,” except for mere “trace amounts” that might be “unavoidabl[e]” notwithstanding “good
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manufacturing practices.” These specification sheets form part of the binding contracts between
Blue Buffalo and Diversified.
159.

Consistent with the parties’ mutual understanding, Diversified charged Blue

Buffalo the higher prevailing prices associated with chicken and turkey meal, and not the lower
prevailing prices associated with poultry by-product meal.
160.

To fulfill Blue Buffalo’s purchase orders, Diversified turned to Wilbur-Ellis.

Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis entered into binding written contracts for the purchase of chicken
and turkey meal for Diversified’s subsequent provision to Blue Buffalo.
161.

At all relevant times, Wilbur-Ellis knew that the contracted-for chicken and

turkey meal was intended for use by Blue Buffalo; selected the contracted-for chicken and turkey
meal specifically for Blue Buffalo; and intended its contractual performance to benefit Blue
Buffalo. Blue Buffalo was therefore an intended third-party beneficiary of these contracts.
162.

Like Diversified, Wilbur-Ellis was aware that Blue Buffalo labeled and advertised

its pet foods as free of poultry by-product meals. Accordingly, Wilbur-Ellis, too, knew that the
absence of feathers, heads, feet and entrails was a sine qua non of Blue Buffalo’s willingness to
purchase the poultry meal in question for use in its pet foods.
163.

Moreover, on information and belief, Diversified expressly specified to Wilbur-

Ellis that the chicken and turkey meal Wilbur-Ellis provided for the benefit of Blue Buffalo must
be free of any material amount of feathers, heads, feet and entrails.
164.

For example, contracts for chicken meal between Diversified and Wilbur Ellis

dated March 6, 2013 expressly provide that the product in question must exclude “feathers,
heads, feet and entrails” and must comply with “Blue Buffalo Specification[s].”
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165.

On many occasions, Wilbur-Ellis and Blue Buffalo communicated directly to

arrange orders and/or to discuss Blue Buffalo’s requirements.
166.

In June 2011, a Wilbur-Ellis marketer emailed Blue Buffalo Procurement

Manager Leonard Brennan, noting Wilbur Ellis’s ability to supply “chicken meal” and “poultry
meal” from its facility at Rosser, Texas, and inquiring into “Blue’s needs.”
167.

On January 4, 2012, Brennan sent Wilbur-Ellis Blue Buffalo’s desired quantities

of chicken meal and a “Raw Material Specification” sheet that provided that “Chicken Meal . . .
exclu[des] . . . feathers, heads, feet and entrails; except i[n] such trace amounts which may
occur unavoidably in good manufacturing practices.”
168.

On March 6, 2013, Brennan sent an email to Wilbur-Ellis, stating: “Would you

have any volume available for Chicken Meal, Low Ash Chicken [M]eal and Turkey Meal in
2013 that I can contract?” Brennan specified Blue Buffalo’s desired quantities of all three
ingredients and attached “Raw Material Specification” sheets that provided that each of these
ingredients “exclu[des] . . . feathers, heads, feet, and entrails; except in such trace amounts
which may occur unavoidably in good manufacturing practices.”
169.

On May 6, 2013, Blue Buffalo procurement analyst Danielle Hemings sent an

email to Wilbur-Ellis attaching the above-mentioned “Raw Material Specification” sheets and
reminding Wilbur-Ellis to “comply [with] the requested criteria.”
170.

On June 26, 2013, Wilbur-Ellis Quality Manager Eric Johansen signed a

“Supplier Certificate” on Blue Buffalo letterhead that acknowledged that Wilbur-Ellis was
providing “Chicken Meal” and “Turkey Meal” to Blue Buffalo and taking measures “to prevent
contamination dangers.” At the same time, Mr. Johansen filled out Blue Buffalo “Ingredient
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Information Request Form,” affirming that Wilbur-Ellis was providing Blue Buffalo with
“chicken meal” and “Turkey Meal.”
171.

On multiple occasions—including, most recently, April 24, 2014 and May 2,

2014—Mr. Johansen signed, on behalf of Wilbur-Ellis, Blue Buffalo’s “Raw Material
Specification” sheets, which expressly stated that the product shipped to Blue Buffalo
“exclu[des] . . . feathers, heads, feet, and entrails.”
172.

On multiple occasions—including, most recently, April 24, 2014 and May 2,

2014—Wilbur-Ellis provided Blue Buffalo with “Technical Data Sheets” for its “Chicken Meal”
and “Turkey Meal.” These sheets, printed on Wilbur-Ellis’s letterhead, expressly described
those products as “exclu[ding] . . . feathers, heads, feet, and entrails.”
173.

Wilbur-Ellis also provided Blue Buffalo with signed “Letter[s] of Continuing

Guarantee”—most recently, on May 2, 2014—warranting that its “Chicken Meal” and “Turkey
Meal” “compl[ied] with all applicable local, state, and federal laws, rules, and regulations.”
Such rules and regulations include AAFCO’s ingredient definitions, which are incorporated into
state law by reference.
174.

In September 2013, employees of Wilbur-Ellis visited Blue Buffalo’s

headquarters and presented a PowerPoint slide deck titled “Blue Buffalo & Wilbur-Ellis
Company: Partners in Pet Nutrition.” A slide titled “Sourcing Excellence” touted Wilbur-Ellis’s
ability to provide “Chicken & Turkey Meals,” and the subsequent slide promised “AAFCO &
FDA approved Ingredients.”
175.

These and other direct communications constitute binding and enforceable

contracts between Blue Buffalo and Wilbur-Ellis.
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176.

As a result of the communications described above, there can be no dispute that

the absence of any material amount of feathers and by-product meals was an essential term of the
parties’ contracts. As Diversified employee Collin McAtee wrote to Wilbur-Ellis employee
Darwin Rusu on May 15, 2014: “if . . . By[-Product] . . . [was] listed as even [a] potential
ingredient[] for the Chicken Meal and/or Turkey Meal [shipped to Blue Buffalo], there’s no
way . . . Blue would’ve agreed to it.” (Exhibit V.)
THE FRAUDULENT SUBSTITUTION SCHEME
177.

Despite its express assurances, Wilbur-Ellis was engaged in a scheme designed to

bilk Blue Buffalo (and other pet-food manufacturers) out of substantial sums of money by
substituting low-cost by-product meal and/or “feathermeal” for the high-cost poultry meal that
had been ordered and paid for.
178.

Documents recently produced in discovery in this action show that, for a

substantial period of time up to May 2014, Wilbur-Ellis made more than 1900 shipments of
chicken products from its Rosser, Texas plant to Blue Buffalo’s co-manufacturing facilities using
Diversified as an intermediary. Although Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified represented those
shipments to be chicken meal, the documents indicate that all of them were in fact chicken byproduct meal, or a mix of chicken by-product meal and so-called “feathermeal” (i.e., hydrolyzed
poultry feathers).
179.

Documents produced in discovery further show that, for a substantial period of

time up to May 2014, Wilbur-Ellis made more than 600 shipments of turkey products from its
Rosser, Texas plant to Blue Buffalo’s manufacturing facilities using Diversified as an
intermediary. Although Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified represented those shipments to be turkey
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meal, the documents indicate that a substantial majority of them were a blend of turkey meal and
turkey by-product meal.
180.

As described above, both Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified were fully aware that any

material amount of by-product meal or feathers was completely unacceptable to Blue Buffalo,
and that Blue Buffalo would never have taken delivery of the shipments or paid for them had it
known the truth.
181.

Blue Buffalo had no independent ability to determine that the shipments in

question were not as represented. There is no validated testing method to distinguish poultry
meal from poultry by-product meal. Blue Buffalo, therefore, had no choice but to rely on the
professed expertise of Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified, and on their express representations
concerning the product. That reliance was reasonable and justified, and both Wilbur-Ellis and
Diversified were aware of it.
THE SCHEME’S UNRAVELING AND THE ATTEMPTED COVER-UP
182.

Nestlé Purina filed its initial complaint in this case on May 6, 2014. Recognizing

that their fraud was about to be unmasked, Wilbur-Ellis personnel immediately began to
exchange panicked emails with one another.
183.

On that date, citing a press release about the complaint, Henry Rychlik, a Wilbur-

Ellis quality manager, emailed Doug Haning, a manager of the Rosser plant: “A can of worms
[is] about to be unleashed . . . . Shit [is] gonna hit the fan. How long can we tie this up in
court[?]” (Exhibit W.)
184.

That same day, Cory Salter, a business unit manager at Wilbur-Ellis, emailed a

news story about the complaint to Ronald Salter, formerly the president of the Feed Division at
Wilbur-Ellis, with the subject line: “yikes.” The email itself stated: “[I]t[’]s going to be bad if
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this gets traction. It will hurt bad. I[’]m sure 50% of our [R]osser shit goes to them
indirectly[.] [N]ot good[.]” (Exhibit X.)
185.

Also that day, Tomas Belloso, a Wilbur-Ellis regulatory compliance manager,

wrote to a group of Wilbur-Ellis employees: “Hopefully this will open some eyes around
here….Especially if Purina ends up winning!” (Exhibit Y.)
186.

Over the next few days, Wilbur-Ellis began investigating the potential impact of

the substitution scheme on Blue Buffalo. Quality manager Eric Johansen emailed regulatory
compliance manager Tomas Belloso asking him to “run a list/ volumes of ingredients/products
that we sell direct ship AND through our plants to Blue Buffalo.” Johansen also emailed
business unit manager Cory Salter, explaining that “we want to understand where we are with
ingredients that go into BB products. Re: Purina issue.”
187.

Diversified, too, immediately recognized its potential exposure. Beginning on

May 6, 2014—the day the complaint was filed—Diversified employee Collin McAtee sent a
series of increasingly frantic emails to Wilbur-Ellis.
188.

On May 6, McAtee emailed Wilbur-Ellis employee Aaron Williams, asking

“[w]hat sort of Quality Control procedures . . . Wilbur/Rosser ha[s] in place to check that [its]
Chicken Meal and Turkey Meal . . . are ‘exclusive of feathers, heads, feet, and entrails?’”
McAtee noted the filing of this lawsuit, and stated that he “want[ed] to get out ahead of this.”
Upon receiving McAtee’s email, Williams forwarded it to the Rosser plant’s management,
asking: “Any ideas as to how to go about replying to this?”
189.

That evening, with no response from Wilbur-Ellis, McAtee wrote again, asking

“Are you working on this for me?” The next day—May 7—McAtee wrote again, asking:
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“Anyone home? Please let me know that you have received this and are making inquiries.”
Williams sent a one-sentence reply: “Yes, I passed it on and I am waiting for a response.”
190.

On the morning of May 8, McAtee wrote back: “I need an answer today on this

please.” That afternoon, he wrote again: “Got these yet?” McAtee also emailed Wilbur-Ellis
quality manager Henry Rychlik, asking him to send him a list of all of the poultry, chicken, and
by-product meals processed at the Rosser plant.
191.

While Wilbur-Ellis stalled, questions began to come in from other downstream

customers of Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified. On May 8, 2014, a manager at WellPet—which
markets Wellness brand pet foods and similarly advertises that it does not use poultry by-product
meals—emailed Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified, seeking “to confirm that there is no exposure to
our business related to by-products.”
192.

McAtee forwarded the WellPet inquiry to Wilbur Ellis’s Rosser plant manager,

Doug Haning, stating: “They are all coming with the questions . . . I can’t stress enough to make
sure we are all on the same page here.” (Exhibit Z.) Wilbur-Ellis quality manager Eric
Johansen remarked in an internal email: “The fun has begun. WellPet is now asking us
questions. We best be ready as a group.” (Exhibit AA.)
193.

That same day, employees of American Nutrition, a contract manufacturer that

produces pet foods for many well-known brands, discussed Purina’s lawsuit via email with
Wilbur-Ellis account manager Brent Quintin. One of the American Nutrition employees
remarked that “industry adjustment[s] are needed,” and Quintin responded that he agreed.
Quintin forwarded the conversation to several high-level Wilbur-Ellis employees, who were
outraged at Quintin’s willingness to discuss these issues with outsiders. Business unit manager
Cory Salter wrote to manager Darwin Rusu: “Brent [Quintin] needs to stop. Wtf.” Rusu
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responded: “Can’t believe this!!!” Salter replied: “This is not good we need to shut the fck up
and stay clean[.] What was he thinking?” Rusu rejoined: “He is fucked.” (Exhibit BB.)
194.

The following day—May 9—Wilbur-Ellis at last responded to the inquiries of

Collin McAtee at Diversified. In a curt two-sentence e-mail, Darwin Rusu told McAtee: “[T]o
the best of our knowledge the products we have supplied to you meet the specifications agreed
upon, as reflected in our contracts.”
195.

Three days later, on May 12, McAtee responded to Rusu, emphasizing that “[p]er

the spec sheets and documentation provided and agreed upon by Diversified, Wilbur, and Blue
Buffalo,” product originating from the Rosser facility “for shipment to Blue Buffalo” “should be
exclusive of feathers, heads, feet, and entrails; except in such trace amounts which may occur
unavoidably in good manufacturing practices.” McAtee urged Rusu: “Please make sure on your
side, that is what’s happening . . . . Shipping material with more than unavoidable trace amounts
of feathers, heads, feet or entrails would be out of specification . . . . Let’s make sure we’re all on
the same page so we can continue this business.” (Exhibit V.)
196.

That same day, McAtee emailed Wilbur-Ellis quality manager Eric Johansen,

attaching Blue Buffalo’s specification sheets and asking him to reconfirm that the chicken and
turkey meals that Wilbur-Ellis produced for Blue Buffalo meet those specifications. Johansen
forwarded the email to Rosser plant manager Doug Haning, who responded: “Do not answer
him[.]” Johansen responded: “That was my thought exactly.” (Exhibit CC.)
197.

Meanwhile, Blue Buffalo’s head of procurement, Phil de Bruyn, had emailed

Diversified asking it to “confirm that all shipments of chicken meal (high and low ash) and
turkey meal from Diversified Ingredients against [Blue Buffalo] commitments satisfy the
attached agreed upon specifications.” Once again, those attached specifications provided that the
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products must “exclu[de] . . . feathers, heads, feet and entrails,” except in unavoidable trace
amounts. On May 12, 2014, Collin McAtee responded to de Bruyn, stating that “[t]o the best of
our knowledge and belief, all shipments of Chicken Meal (high and low ash) and Turkey Meal
from Diversified Ingredients against Blue Buffalo commitments satisfy the attached, agreed upon
specifications.”
198.

The next day—May 13—McAtee reached out to Doug Haning at Wilbur-Ellis,

writing:
Let’s make sure we’re all on the same page as we work together to
continue the Blue Buffalo business well into the future and don’t
open ourselves up to any problems.
Blue Buffalo’s description and specification requirements . . .
[forbid] feathers, heads, feet and entrails; except i[n] such trace
amounts which may occur unavoidably in good manufacturing
practices.
Wilbur has signed off on Blue Buffalo’s specification sheets as
well as many QA [i.e., quality assurance] forms that Wilbur’s
material meets Blue’s required specifications. . . . For now, we
need to make sure we are shipping product that is meeting or
exceeding their specifications we have in hand. That is what they
require of Diversified and that’s what I require of you guys.
(Exhibit DD.)
199.

Haning wrote back to McAtee later that day. He acknowledged that the chicken

and turkey products that Wilbur-Ellis had been selling to Blue Buffalo via Diversified “contain
some by-product meal,” but claimed that McAtee had been “aware” of that fact all along.
(Exhibit EE.)
200.

McAtee responded, pointing out that Wilbur-Ellis had “signed off on Blue’s spec

requirements each year.” (Id.)
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201.

In reply, Haning acknowledged that McAtee was “correct [that] Wilbur-Ellis did

sign BB [i.e., Blue Buffalo’s] specs,” but claimed that those specifications were not binding on
Wilbur-Ellis because it “d[id] not sell to Blue” directly. (Id.)
202.

Neither Mr. McAtee nor anyone else at Diversified informed Blue Buffalo of

Wilbur-Ellis’s admission. Instead, the following day—May 14—McAtee emailed Haning again,
stating:
After seeing what the ‘blends’ consist of with byproduct meal and
feather meal, there’s no way I can knowingly ship that. . . . Please
get everything hammered out going forward and we’ll get thru this.
. . . We need to work together to keep things going and get it all to
a well oiled machine. This whole situation is brutal with all the
panic everywhere, but let’s work together to weather the storm.
(Exhibit FF.)
203.

On May 15, McAtee emailed Wilbur-Ellis’s Mr. Rusu, recognizing that both

Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis had violated their express obligations to Blue Buffalo:
I think it’s overdue that you and I talk. . . . We have millions of
dollars at stake here and need to work this out. . . . . Wilbur was
well aware of where these products were being shipped and
signed spec sheets and went through 2 different audits with Blue.
There was no mention of having more than trace amounts of
Byproduct Meal in it and especially no mention of any feathermeal
. . . . [I]f Chicken By[-Product] and Feather were listed as even
potential ingredients for the Chicken Meal and/or Turkey Meal,
there’s no way we would’ve bought it and/or Blue would’ve
agreed to that.
(Exhibit V.)
204.

However, instead of alerting Blue Buffalo to the situation, McAtee urged Rusu to

continue shipping product to Blue Buffalo so that Blue Buffalo would not suspect that anything
was wrong:
I think if we work together, we can band-aid this situation. . . . I
have several trucks currently at Rosser waiting to be loaded, and
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we need to move forward with filling out the rest of the contracts
[for Blue Buffalo] . . . to keep things going smoothly.
(Id.)
205.

McAtee described the dire circumstances that would result for both Wilbur-Ellis

and Diversified if the companies did not cooperate in the cover-up:
If you are not going to fill these contracts [for Blue Buffalo] for
any reason, then I’m going to have to go to Blue to address the
breach of contract and undoubtedly divulge the details of what
was shipped and the possibility that Rosser’s material is the
smoking gun for their problems. That I do not want to do. If the
finger is pointed in that direction and then later verified to have
been the cause [of Nestlé Purina’s lawsuit], then Diversified and
Wilbur will both have to answer to this in litigation with Blue.
The liabilities in this could be enormous . . . . [I]t would
undoubtedly be in the several million dollars range.
(Id.)
206.

On May 20, Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis employees met in person at Wilbur-

Ellis’s Rosser facility. According to contemporaneous notes from the meeting, Diversified
“asked if [Wilbur-Ellis] wanted [Diversified] to tell Blue [Buffalo] of [Wilbur-Ellis’s] nonperformance on contract.” Wilbur-Ellis “responded that Blue is your [i.e., Diversified’s]
customer & thus your decision to tell them whatever you want.” Consistent with the tenor of
McAtee’s earlier emails, Diversified replied that it “d[idn’t] want to dwell on the past” and
preferred to “look at the future.” (Exhibit GG.)
207.

Neither Diversified nor Wilbur-Ellis ever approached Blue Buffalo about the

fraud that had been perpetrated on it. It was only as a result of discovery in this lawsuit that the
true facts came to light.
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208.

Blue Buffalo first became aware of the initial details of Wilbur-Ellis’s scheme in

the fall of 2014. At that time, Blue Buffalo promptly stopped procuring ingredients from
Wilbur-Ellis’s Rosser, Texas facility.
209.

On October 14, 2014, Blue Buffalo issued the following public statement:
Blue Buffalo has recently learned from Wilbur-Ellis, a major U.S.
Company that supplies ingredients to us and many other wellknown brands of pet foods, that a Texas pet food ingredient
processing plant they own had mislabeled some of the ingredients
they shipped to their customers. So while their customers were
ordering and paying for 100% chicken meal, at times they were
receiving shipments that contained poultry by-product meal.
Since this Wilbur-Ellis plant was the source of some of our
chicken meal, we may have received some of these mislabeled
shipments, and there likely are numerous other pet food companies
who also received these mislabeled ingredients. The FDA has been
informed of this situation, and you may rest assured that this
mislabeling poses no health, safety or nutrition issue. And while
this is comforting, since the health and well-being of our dogs and
cats comes before anything else, the fact that any Blue Buffalo
food could include a mislabeled ingredient is totally unacceptable.
As a result, we have stopped doing business with this plant.
Although pet food companies are not required to inform consumers
of an incident such as this, where no safety or nutritional issues
exist, the Blue Buffalo way is to be transparent with you. So while
we have now learned that this mislabeling issue was corrected by
the supplier months ago, we believe that you have the right to
know about it.4

Although Wilbur-Ellis also supplied mislabeled ingredients to other pet food companies, no pet
food company aside from Blue Buffalo has come forward to acknowledge that its products were
affected by Wilbur-Ellis’s misconduct.
210.

The next day, Wilbur-Ellis publicly admitted that “its facility in Rosser, Texas”

had “mislabel[ed] . . . pet food ingredients that were sold to companies that formulate food for
4

Letter to Pet Parents dated October 14, 2014, http://bluebuffalo.com/about-us/whats-new-at-blue/wilburellis-texas-plant/ (accessed May 15, 2015).
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pets.” At that time, Wilbur-Ellis attributed the problem to “poor record-keeping and operational
processes.”5
211.

After Wilbur-Ellis produced additional documents that detailed the number of

nonconforming shipments to Blue Buffalo’s co-manufacturers, Blue Buffalo issued another
statement to consumers explaining that these further disclosures had “showed that a substantial
proportion of [Wilbur-Ellis’s] shipments to [Blue Buffalo’s] contract manufacturing facilities
prior to May 2014 were, in fact, mislabeled.”6
212.

As a result of these events, Blue Buffalo has altogether ceased doing business

with Wilbur-Ellis.
INJURY TO BLUE BUFFALO
213.

At all relevant times, the market price for chicken meal and turkey meal was

significantly higher than the market price for poultry by-product meal. Thus, the Third-Party
Defendants’ conduct deprived Blue Buffalo of the benefit of its bargain and caused Blue Buffalo
substantial damages.
214.

The Third-Party Defendants’ conduct has also caused damage to Blue Buffalo’s

consumer goodwill. As described above, one of the pillars of Blue Buffalo’s brand identity is its
openness and transparency with consumers—in particular, with respect to its ingredients. On
information and belief, the misconduct of Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified has jeopardized Blue
Buffalo’s relationship of trust with consumers and has injured Blue Buffalo’s reputation in the
marketplace, causing Blue Buffalo to lose sales and profits. These injuries were foreseeable to

5

Lisa Brown, Blue Buffalo says supplier mislabeled some ingredients, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Oct. 15,
2014, http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/blue-buffalo-says-supplier-mislabeled-someingredients/article_3902b014-e04c-5ae8-90f3-ab601b674bd2.html (accessed May 13, 2015).
6

Letter to Pet Parents dated May 9, 2015, http://bluebuffalo.com/about-us/whats-new-at-blue/nestlepurina-lawsuit-response-5/ (accessed May 15, 2015).
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Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified. Indeed, as the correspondence between Diversified and WilburEllis reflects, Blue Buffalo’s injuries were in fact foreseen by them.
215.

The Third-Party Defendants’ misconduct has exposed Blue Buffalo to potential

liability, both in this action and in a number of copycat false-advertising class actions filed by
end-consumers that are currently pending before this Court. See In re Blue Buffalo Company,
Ltd. Marketing and Sales Practices Litig., No. 4:14-md-02562-RWS (E.D. Mo.) To the extent
any liability is ultimately imposed on Blue Buffalo, this, too, was foreseeable to Wilbur-Ellis and
Diversified, and in fact foreseen by them.
216.

Blue Buffalo has suffered additional damages as a result of the wrongful acts of

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified, the nature and amount of which will be ascertained through
discovery.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract (Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
217.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
218.

Blue Buffalo entered into binding, enforceable contracts with both Diversified

and Wilbur-Ellis. In the alternative, Blue Buffalo entered into binding, enforceable contracts
with Diversified, and was an intended third-party beneficiary of the binding, enforceable
contracts between Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis.
219.

These contracts specified, among other things, that Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified

would provide “chicken meal” and “turkey meal” that comply with AAFCO definitions, and/or
that “exclu[de] . . . feathers, heads, feet, and entrails; except in such trace amounts which may
occur unavoidably in good manufacturing practices.”
220.

Blue Buffalo fully performed its duties under those contracts.
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221.

Both Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis breached those contracts by failing to provide

the promised chicken and turkey meal, and instead providing what was in substantial part poultry
by-product meal and/or “feathermeal.”
222.

Blue Buffalo has suffered, and will continue to suffer, damages as a result of the

breaches of contract by Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Express Warranty (Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
223.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
224.

Both Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified made express statements to Blue Buffalo

concerning the nature of the goods they were providing. Among other things, Wilbur-Ellis and
Diversified represented that their “chicken meal” and “turkey meal” complied with AAFCO
definitions, and/or “exclu[ded] . . . feathers, heads, feet, and entrails; except in such trace
amounts which may occur unavoidably in good manufacturing practices.”
225.

These descriptions became part of the basis of the bargain between Blue Buffalo

and the Third-Party Defendants. Blue Buffalo reasonably and justifiably relied on these
descriptions and had no practicable way of independently ascertaining their truth or falsity.
226.

These descriptions were false. As set forth above, the “chicken meal” and “turkey

meal” provided by the Third-Party Defendants consisted in substantial part of poultry by-product
meal and/or “feathermeal.”
227.

Blue Buffalo has suffered, and will continue to suffer, damages as a result of the

breaches of express warranty by Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Implied Warranty of Fitness for a Particular Purpose
(Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
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228.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
229.

At all relevant times, both Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis qualified as “merchants”

within the meaning of the Uniform Commercial Code and analogous state statutes.
230.

At the time of contracting, both Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis had reason to know,

and in fact knew, the particular purpose for which Blue Buffalo required the chicken and turkey
meal at issue. In particular, Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis had reason to know, and in fact knew,
that Blue Buffalo would be incorporating those ingredients into its pet foods, which Blue Buffalo
labeled and advertised as free of poultry by-product meals.
231.

At the time of contracting, both Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis had reason to know,

and in fact knew, that Blue Buffalo was relying on their skill or judgment to select or furnish
goods suitable for Blue Buffalo’s particular purposes.
232.

By providing product that consisted substantially of poultry by-product meal

and/or “feathermeal,” Diversified and Wilbur-Ellis failed to provide goods suitable for Blue
Buffalo’s purposes.
233.

Blue Buffalo has suffered, and will continue to suffer, damages as a result of the

breaches of the implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose by Diversified and WilburEllis.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional/Fraudulent Misrepresentation (Against Wilbur-Ellis)
234.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
235.

Wilbur-Ellis falsely represented that the shipments it was providing to Blue

Buffalo, or to Diversified on Blue Buffalo’s behalf, met Blue Buffalo’s specifications; that they
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complied with AAFCO’s definitions of “chicken meal” and “turkey meal”; and/or that they
“exclu[ded] . . . feathers, heads, feet, and entrails” except in unavoidable trace amounts.
236.

Wilbur-Ellis made these false representations directly to Blue Buffalo, and/or

with knowledge that they would reach Blue Buffalo.
237.

Wilbur-Ellis made these false representations with knowledge of their falsity.

238.

Wilbur-Ellis made these false representations with the intent to induce Blue

Buffalo’s reliance.
239.

Blue Buffalo reasonably and justifiably relied on these false representations in,

inter alia, accepting and paying for the shipments in question and incorporating those raw
materials into its pet-food products.
240.

These false representations proximately caused, and will continue to cause,

damage to Blue Buffalo.
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Negligent Misrepresentation (Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
241.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
242.

Both Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified falsely represented that the shipments that they

were providing to Blue Buffalo met Blue Buffalo’s specifications; that they complied with
AAFCO’s definitions of “chicken meal” and “turkey meal”; and/or that they “exclu[ded] . . .
feathers, heads, feet, and entrails” except in unavoidable trace amounts.
243.

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified made these false representations directly to Blue

Buffalo, and/or with knowledge that they would reach Blue Buffalo.
244.

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified made these false representations negligently, without

reasonable ground for believing them to be true.
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245.

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified made these false representations with the intent to

induce Blue Buffalo’s reliance.
246.

Blue Buffalo reasonably and justifiably relied on these false representations in,

inter alia, accepting and paying for the shipments in question and incorporating those raw
materials into its pet-food products.
247.

These false representations proximately caused, and will continue to cause,

damage to Blue Buffalo.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Fraud in the Inducement (Against Wilbur-Ellis)
248.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
249.

Blue Buffalo entered into binding, enforceable contracts with Wilbur-Ellis. In the

alternative, Blue Buffalo entered into binding, enforceable contracts with Diversified, and was an
intended third-party beneficiary of the binding, enforceable contracts between Diversified and
Wilbur-Ellis.
250.

Prior to entering into those contracts, Wilbur-Ellis made material false

representations with the intention of inducing Blue Buffalo and Diversified to enter into their
respective contracts with Wilbur-Ellis. Among other things, Wilbur-Ellis represented that its
“chicken meal” and “turkey meal” would meet Blue Buffalo’s specifications; that it complied
with AAFCO ingredient definitions; and that it possessed unparalleled “expert[ise]” in quality
control and “processes . . . [that] closely track products from origin to Wilbur Ellis’ operations to
customers” to “monitor[] for quality.”
251.

Those representations were false when made. At the time Wilbur-Ellis made

them, it knew they were false.
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252.

Blue Buffalo and Diversified reasonably and justifiably relied on those

representations in entering into their respective contracts with Wilbur-Ellis. Had Wilbur-Ellis
not made those representations, neither Blue Buffalo nor Diversified would have entered into
those contracts.
253.

At the time Wilbur-Ellis entered into those contracts, Wilbur-Ellis had a present

intent not to perform its contractual obligations.
254.

Blue Buffalo suffered damage, and will continue to suffer damage, as a proximate

result of Wilbur-Ellis’s fraudulent inducement.
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Negligence (Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
255.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
256.

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified owed Blue Buffalo a duty of care in connection with

their provision of chicken and turkey meal.
257.

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified breached that duty by failing to take commercially

reasonable measures to ensure that the product they provided was free of material amounts of byproducts or feathers.
258.

Blue Buffalo has suffered, and will continue to suffer, damages as a proximate

result of the breaches of duty by Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Unjust Enrichment (Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
(Pleaded In The Alternative)
259.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
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260.

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified received, and presently retain, a pecuniary benefit at

the expense of Blue Buffalo.
261.

Under the circumstances herein alleged, it would be inequitable and unjust for

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified to continue to retain that pecuniary benefit.
262.

As a matter of equity and good conscience, the benefit unjustly retained by

Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified should be disgorged and/or restored to Blue Buffalo.
263.

Blue Buffalo has no adequate remedy at law for the unjust enrichment of Wilbur-

Ellis and Diversified.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violation of the Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act
(Against Wilbur-Ellis)
264.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
265.

Wilbur-Ellis has made false and misleading descriptions or representations of

fact. These false or misleading statements misrepresent the nature, characteristics, or qualities of
their products and/or manufacturing processes. Their statements are expressly false, impliedly
false, or both.
266.

Wilbur-Ellis has therefore engaged in misleading, unfair or deceptive acts or

practices in the conduct of trade or commerce in violation of Conn. Gen. Stat. § 42-110a et seq.
267.

Wilbur-Ellis intended these misleading, unfair, or deceptive acts and practices to

result in harm to Blue Buffalo’s business or trade interests. Alternatively, Wilbur-Ellis
recognized or should have recognized that those acts and practices were likely to result in such
harm.
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268.

Blue Buffalo reasonably and justifiably relied on those misleading, unfair, and

deceptive acts and practices in conducting its business.
269.

These wrongful acts have proximately caused Blue Buffalo to suffer ascertainable

loss of money or property within the State of Connecticut.
270.

As a result, Wilbur-Ellis is liable to Blue Buffalo for actual damages, punitive

damages, attorney’s fees, and any other relief permitted by law.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violation of the California Unfair Competition Law
(Against Wilbur-Ellis)
271.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
272.

Wilbur-Ellis has made false and misleading descriptions or representations of

fact. These false or misleading statements misrepresent the nature, characteristics, or qualities of
its products and/or manufacturing processes. Its statements are expressly false, impliedly false,
or both.
273.

Wilbur-Ellis’s above-described conduct offends established public policy and is

immoral, unethical, oppressive, unscrupulous, and substantially injurious to Blue Buffalo and to
consumers. The injury caused by Wilbur-Ellis’s conduct is not outweighed by any
countervailing benefits to consumers or competition.
274.

Wilbur-Ellis has therefore engaged in fraudulent and unfair business acts or

practices in violation of Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.
275.

Wilbur-Ellis intended these fraudulent and unfair acts and practices to result in

harm to Blue Buffalo’s business or trade interests. Alternatively, Wilbur-Ellis recognized or
should have recognized that those acts and practices were likely to result in such harm.
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276.

Blue Buffalo reasonably and justifiably relied on those fraudulent and unfair acts

and practices in conducting its business.
277.

These wrongful acts have proximately caused Blue Buffalo to suffer ascertainable

loss of money or property.
278.

As a result, Wilbur-Ellis is liable to Blue Buffalo for restitution, injunctive relief,

and any other relief permitted by law.
ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Indemnification (Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
279.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
280.

As a result of the wrongful conduct of Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified set forth

herein, Blue Buffalo may be held liable through no fault of its own to Nestlé Purina, to
consumers who purchased Blue Buffalo’s products, and/or to other parties.
281.

Blue Buffalo’s contracts with Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified entitle Blue Buffalo to

implied-in-fact indemnity. The contracting parties intended that, in such a situation, Wilbur-Ellis
and/or Diversified would be responsible for the loss.
282.

In the alternative, Blue Buffalo is entitled to equitable or implied-in-law

indemnity. Irrespective of the parties’ contemporaneous intent, as between Blue Buffalo on one
hand, and Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified on the other, any liability to Nestlé Purina, to consumers,
or to other parties should be borne by Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified as a matter of equity and
good conscience.
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TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Contribution (Against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified)
(Pleaded in the Alternative)
283.

Blue Buffalo repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

the same were set forth fully herein.
284.

Blue Buffalo may be held liable in damages to Nestlé Purina, to consumers who

purchased Blue Buffalo’s products, or to other parties, even though Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified
are also partially at fault for those damages.
285.

In the event Blue Buffalo is required to pay such damages, Blue Buffalo is

entitled, as a matter of equity and/or pursuant to any applicable statutes, to contribution from
Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified for any amounts that it is required to pay in excess of its fair and
proportionate share.
WHEREFORE, Blue Buffalo demands judgment against Wilbur-Ellis and Diversified
and requests relief as follows:
A.

Entry of judgment in Blue Buffalo’s favor on each Claim in Blue

Buffalo’s Third-Party Complaint.
B.

An order directing an accounting of all gains, profits, savings and

advantages realized by the Third-Party Defendants from their wrongful conduct detailed
above;
C.

An award of Blue Buffalo’s damages attributable to the Third-

Party Defendants’ wrongful conduct, in an amount to be determined at trial;
D.

An award to Blue Buffalo of all profits earned by the Third-Party

Defendants attributable to their wrongful conduct, in an amount to be determined at trial;
E.

An award of punitive damages and attorneys’ fees to the full extent
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allowable under state statutory and common law;
F.

An award of prejudgment and post-judgment interest on any

monetary award in this action;
G.

An award of the costs and disbursements of this action; and

H.

Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and

proper.
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May 19, 2015
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